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The concern of this dissertation Is the understanding and
improvement of a class of lasers that is responsible for some of
the shortest optical pulses available today. In particular, we seek
ways to produce from synchronously pump·ed mode-locked dye
laser systems, shorter pulses of higher intensity with improved
pulse-to-pulse consIstency. SpecIfic topics.that are discussed hereIn
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include the study of the role of the pump pulse in synchronously
pumped mode-locked lasers, the study of the pulse shaping and
shortening due to an intracavity saturable absorber, and the
study of a fundamental pulse train instability associated with
these lasers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The concern of this dissertation is the understanding and
improvement of a class of lasers that is responsible for some of
the shortest optical pulses available today, the synchronously
pumped mode-locked (SPML) dye laser. Depending on the
particular attributes of the system at hand, these lasers produce
wavelength tunable pulses in the range of 10-14 - 10-12 sec. These
ultrashort optical pulses represent a remarkable precision in the
localization of energy and information, and thus inspire
innovations in the areas of spectroscopy and photochemistry,
electronic material and electronic circuit characterization,
electro-optic and opto-optic sampling, and optical communication
and optical computing. Thus far, ultrashort pulse production has
been the most effective method of exploiting the huge bandwidth
associated with nearly every laser.
This dissertation seeks ways to obtain improved performance
from SPML dye laser systems. Parameters of interest include
shorter pulse widths, higher peak intensities and improved
pulse-to-pulse consistency. At the same time, an attempt Is made
herein to provide an intuitive understanding of the operation of
SPML lasers, and, through generalization, an intuitive

understanding of other mode-locked lasers.
Each chapter of this dissertation is a study complete within
itself. It is, however, hoped that each chapter has a non-sibi
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quality about it, and that the juxtaposition of one chapter with
respect to the others increases its value. In our first study,
entitled, "Pump pulse effects in synchronously pumped
mode-Iock.ed dye lasers," we look. at the optimization of a SPML
dye laser through parameters associated with the pump pulse
that dynamically drives the SPML laser system. The approach
used in this chapter is largely theoretical, however the theoretical
results and predictions of this chapter closely agree with the
experiments performed to date. One of the important results of
this chapter is the discovery of a practical Dirac delta function
response limit which represents an optimized point of operation
for these lasers; the shortest and most intense output pulses are
formed when the pump pulse length is one picosecond or less.
Formally and theoretically, this point of operation also represents
a great mathematical simplification which is exploited in the next
chapter, "Theory of a synchronously pumped mode-locked dye
laser in the short pump pulse limit." In this chapter, we
analytically explore the theory of operation of a SPML dye laser
in the delta function limit. The closed form results obtained here,
although highly approximate, do describe the trends and
important empirical aspects of a SPML laser. Because these
expressions may be written simply in closed form, they provide
an immediate intuitive understanding of the operation of these
lasers. While these first two stUdies consider - to some extent the improvement of a SPML laser with respect to the external
pump pulse, the third study looks at the dramatic decrease in
pulse Width attained When a saturable absorber is placed inside
the SPML laser cavity. Because mode-locking in this situation
occurs by both active and passive methods, this experimental
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configuration is called hybrid mode-locking. Chapter N, then, is
called, "Coherence effects in a hybridly mode-locked dye laser:
theory and experiment." The last chapter, "Spectral behavior and
pulse train instabilities of a synchronously pumped mode-locked
dye laser." contains an experimental study of the pulse-to-pulse
stability of a SPML dye laser. It is desirable from the applications
standpoint that each pulse from a SPML laser be consistent to
Within a small error. Our work shows that typical errors are
approximately 20 Z and are therefore non-negligible. In the
appendix, "Pulse train instabilities in a mode-locked argon laser:
experimental studies," we stud.y similar effects in the more
temperate, loss mod.ulated argon ion laser. When these two
studies are taken together, they point out a fundamental
instability associated with actively mode-lock.ed lasers.

r -..

CHAPTER II
PUMP PULSE EFFECTS IN SYNCHRONOUSLY PUMPED
MODE-LOCKED DYE LASERS
INTRODUCTION

The synchronously pumped mode-locked (SPML) dye laser has
benefited repeatedly in its 20 year history from improved pump
sources. The SPML concept was first demonstrated in 1968 using
pulsed pumped sources [1-3], however the technique remained of
limited practical value until cw mode-locked pump sources were
exploited [4,5]. Recently there have again been significant
improvements in available pump sources for SPML dye lasers;
notable is the fiber/grating compressed Nd:YAG laser which can
del1ver subplcosecond pulses [6]. When pulses from these laser
systems are doubled and used to synchronously pump an organic
dye laser, tunable pulses of 200 - 300 femtoseconds are obtained
directly from the SPML laser [7,8]. The purpose of this chapter is
to support these ongoing technological improvements in SPML
pump sources with a sound theoretical discussion on the role of
the pump pulse in synchronously pumped, mode-locked dye lasers.
Our numerical results are in good agreement with the recent
experiments but suggest that only limited further improvements
may be possible.
The theoretical understanding of SPML lasers has advanced on
both the analytic and the numerical level. Because of the
stringent approximations imposed in the analytic theory, the two
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approaches are perhaps best considered as distinct, at least in
their goals. The analytic work. has evolved from the self-consistent
pulse picture of Kuizenga and Siegman [9] and of Haus [10] and
specific application of this formalism to SPML systems has been
considered by Frigo et. al. [11], Ausschnitt et. al. [12], and KIm et.
a!. [13]. These studies have provided closed-form, approximate
expressions for the output pulse characteristics as functions of
cavity detuning, system gain and several dye parameters. More
rigorous numerical modeling of SPML dye lasers has been
undertak.en by many groups [14-25], since only this technique
affords the study of transient effects and specific pulse shape
information. The numerical models also have the advantage that
theIr framework. can easily support the study of random noise
sour~es,

such as spontaneous emission which can lead to profound

effects at large cavity mismatches, far from the optimum cavity
length [20,21]. Much of this computational work. has been done in
the rate equation limit, however semiclassical effects have been
shown to be significant in the steady state pulse shape [21-25].
An important point of study for nearly all these references
has been the dependence of the SPML laser output on the cavity
length mismatch between the pump laser and the SPML laser
since this is a strong and sensitive test of a candidate theory and
is of great practical import. Found in most practical systems is a
bandwidth limiting tuning element and the effects of these filters
have been well considered [11,12,13,16,20,21,25] On the other hand,
only cursory attention has been paid to the adjustable parameters
associated with the pump source. The analysis of Ausschnitt, Jain
and Heritage predicts that at zero mismatch the SPML pulse
width varies as the square root of the pump pulse width [12].
Kim, Kuhl, Lambrich and von der Linde, in an analysis under
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slightly different conditions, show the leading term of the SPML
pulse width to go as the cube root of the pump pulse width [13].
Both these work.s were highly approximate and there has been no
rigorous numerical study detailing pump pulse effects in SPML
lasers.
In this chapter we explicitly consider the role of the pump
pulse in the output of a SPML dye laser by numerically modeling
the rhodamine 6G laser under different pumping conditions. In
section 2 of this work we review the theoretical model developed
in [24]. This nonlinear dynamical model includes semiclassical
effects, dipole orientational effects and intraband relaxation. The
results of our calculations are then presented in section 3. In
particular, we f1nd a shortening of the output pulse with
decreasing pump pulse length or increasing pump pulse level. The
effect of pump pulse width is compared with the experiments of
[7] and [8] and the effect of pumping level is tested with our own

data. Our theory agrees quantitatively with available
experImental data, and we also present results from regimes
outside the realm of current experimental interest. In section 4
we reduce our model to the rate equation limit and discuss the
importance of coherence effects in ultrashort pulse laser modeling.
We present a summary in section 4 and also consider the
possibility of further enhancements in SPML lasers.
THEORY

Our starting point is the semiclassical dye laser amplifier
model developed in reference [24]. Begining with the density
matrix equations and Maxwell's equations, that paper derived a
set of ordinary, nonlinear differential equations that govern the

~-
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interplay of the electric field with the molecular populations and
the polarization. When the electric field is normalized to its steady
state gain saturating value, this set of equations may be written
as:

dDIdt = -1h2 [(1 + "t2/2't1) D + (l - 't2/2't1) M

dMI dt

= -1h2

+

2QAx - Px2]

[-("t2/2't1) D + ('t2/2't1) M - Px2]

(2)

dOldt = "1/TS [0 - ADx]

(3)

1

dAI dt = -L/2tc6L [A -

In equations

(1) -

J0 Q x dx]

(4)

(4), D is a normalized population difference, M is a

normalized population sum, 0 is a normalized polarization and A is
a normalized electric field. The dye decay time from the S1 band to
the So band is "t2' and 'tl is the lower manifold intraband
vibrational relaxation time. Ts 1s the semiclassical coherence time.
In our modeling of the rhodamine 6G laser, 'tl = 1 psec, 't2

=

5 nsec,

and Ts = 50 fsec. The dynamical rate constant associated with the
field is composed of the cavity length, L, the cavity lifetime, to and
the optical length mismatch,

~L,

between the pump laser cavity

and that of the dye laser. In this work., L = 1.8 m, tc
~L

= 10

nsec, and

is k.ept in the 0 - 30 micron range that gives the shortest

output pulses. This model is also general enough to explicitly include
the orientation of the molecular dipoles, x = cos(6), and, in
particular, we have chosen an isotropic molecular distribution. Thus
equations

(1) -

(3) refer specifically to only one orientational class.
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The individual classes contribute to the field through the integral
over x in equation (4). Properly accounting for the different classes
is important in accurately establishing the pumping threshold level;
misaligned electric dipoles represent an ensemble inefficiency.
Orientational effects also manifest themselves in the specific output
pulse shape, particularly at small AL 's [24].
Of specific interest in this paper is the normalized pump
function, P(t) and for most of this work, a Gaussian shape was
chosen:

(5)
Importantly from the point of view of this paper, the pump
represents two additional control parameters, the pump pulse
width, At, and the pump level, Po' with which the dye laser output
may be optimized.
It was demonstrated in [24] that this set of equations
adequately describes the pulse shapes for typical SPML dye laser
systems in operation at the time. The main point of comparison in
[24J was the sensitive behavior of the satellite pulses as a function
of AL, and care was taken to match the experimentally measured
autocorrelations with numerically calculated autocorrelations.
Missing from our set is a description of the bandwidth limiting
filter with which the operating wavelength is tuned, and it is
possible that the agreement between our theory and the
experiments below might be improved if the effects of such a filter
were expliCitly included in our modeling. In the next section we
present the results of our study, focusing on the importance of AT.
and Po and emphasizing systems of current experimental interest.
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RESULTS

Equations

(0 -

(5) were numerically solved on a Sun

workstation minicomputer using a standard Runge-Kutta routine
for the time integration and a Simpson's routine for the integral
over the dipole orientation. The individual pulse dynamics have,
in general, been reported on extensively [14 - 25] and for th1s
study we are more concerned with the trends associated with
various pertinent output pulse parameters as either the pump
level or the pump pulse Width is varied. In particular we
concentrate on the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) pulse
width, t p, the peak intensity, lpk., and the time, Tpk.' at which the
peak of the output pulse occurs. T pt. is measured with respect to
the Gaussian pump pulse which is centered at zero, and it should
therefore be noted that when the dye laser pulse occurs in the
first half of the pumping process, Tpk is negative.
In keeping with our own SPML system, an argon ion pumped
rhodamine dye laser, and the more recently developed systems in
[8] we studied the effects of the pump level on t p , Ipk, and Tpk for
pump pulse widths of 100 psec and 10 psec. The pump level is
given here in units of the threshold parameter, r, which is the
pump level divided by the threshold pump level. Hence r

=1

corresponds to the minimum value for lasing.
Figures la and Ib show a rapidly decreasing tp as r increases
from 1 to 3. Values of r

= 5 or higher represent a practically

unrealizable region, but increases in r beyond values around 4
result in very small decreases in tp. The different contours in Figs.
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la and Ib correspond to different cavity detunings. The data points
in Fig. la were measured using our commercially available Spectra
Physics argon ion/rhodamine 6G dye laser system. In these
experiments, the threshold parameter was varied by linearly
attenuating the argon pump beam and was measured as the ratio
of the average power of the data point to the average power that
just extinguished the laser. The dye laser pulse wIdth was
measured using a Spectra Physics 409 autocorrelator at the cavity
length that gave the optimum, shortest pulse, which, as suggested
by the theory is around 5 microns.
In Figs 2a and 2b are plots of Ipk vs. r for tn = 100 psec and
Il. = 10 psec, respectively. Noteworthy is the sharp increase in Ipk.

as r increases from 1 to 3. The scale in 2b is 10 times greater than
in 2a. As r increases for a given Il. the output pulse occurs
sooner, as shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. The zero crossing for Tpk
occurs around r = 3 for Il. = 100 psec and between r = 4-8 for Il. =
10 psec.
Of perhaps more interest is the variation in t p , Ipk. and Tpk
as functions of Il.. Figure 4 is a semilog plot of of tp

VS

ilL for

various values of rand bL. Superimposed on the calculated curves
are data tak.en from references [7] and [8]. While this graph
shows Significant improvement in pulse width when Il. decreases
from 100 psec to 1 psec, there is no significant improvement upon
further shortening, even to 1 fsec. When the midrange values (Il.

= 500 psec to 1 psec) are fitted to the relation:
(6)
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an a of about 2/5 is typically calculated. This is in fair agreement
with the 1/2 value derived by Ausschnitt, Jain and Heritage in [12]
and the 1/3 value derived by Kim et. al. in [13].
Figure 5 shows the character of Ipk as 8T. 1s shortened. Of
practical interest is the large increase in peak intensity predicted
if r is increased to :3 times above threshold and 8T. is decreased to

1 psec, but no improvement in Ipk occurs when I!..r. is shortened
further. The pump pulse delay, Tpk, as a function of AT is shown
in Fig. 6 for several values of rand AL. It is noteworthy that each
curve approaches a constant, Tpk = 2.5 psec for AT. 's shorter than
a few psec. Thus, for subpicosecond pump pulses, the dye laser
pulse is formed after the completion of the pump_
This limit where the pulse width,

tp,

the peak. intenSity, Ipk.,

and the pulse peak time, Tpk' become insensitive to further
decreases in At is clearly the delta function limit. For the cases
chosen here, this limit is approximately At

= 1 psec.

It is of interest to also study pulse shaping as a function of
pump pulse length, and plots of calculated output pulses for fixed
r = :3 and AL = 10 microns are shown in Figs. 7a, band c for A't =
100 psec, 10 psec and 1 psec respectively. Importantly, the satellite
pulses diminish as AT decreases. This is not surprising since the
cause of the satellite pulses is principally a surplus of gain
delivered by the pump pulse after the primary output pulse is
formed [24]. Near the delta function limit, all the gain is delivered
before dye laser action starts, and only one pulse is formed. We
note that the published autocorrelation in [8J shows no satellite
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pulse for ll"t

= 3.5 psec.

Our results so far have been limited to a symmetric Gaussian
pump pulse. If one allows for asymmetric pulse shapes, then the
rise time and the fall time become decoupled from the pulse
width, and thus potentially become additional optimization
parameters. To test, in particular, the cases of a short rise or fall
time with a relatively long pulse time, we used a trapezoidal
pump pulse of the form:

pet)

=

0

tsO

Po t /In Tl

os

Po/llT.

Tl

(p0/ll't )(T3-t )I(T 3-T2)

T2 s t s T3

0

Ost

S

t

S

Tl

t s T2

(7)

for an extensive series of runs. Here T1 is the total risetime, (T3-T2)
is the total fall time and ~T.

=

tT3

+

T2 - Tl)1 2 is the FWHM pulse

length.
After checking that the discontinuous nature of this simple
shape did not significantly effect the output, a wide range of runs
were done with different risetimes and fall times. Though it might
be plausible to expect that for a given fly, a shorter risetime would
result in a shorter output pulse, we found no trend to support this.
Further, in some instances, a shorter risetime resulted in a longer
t p' a result which in some cases implies that the complicated
switching dynamics of a SPML laser depends as much on when the
pump pulse turns off as on how fast the energy is delivered. Also of
importance is the integrating nature of the gain medium which
comes from its finite response time. Simply put, there are regimes
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of operation where the integral of the pump is more important to
the output than the form of the pump itself. Consequently, it
might only be in rare instances where engineered pump pulse
shaping becomes important, particularly if this comes at the
expense of pump level and overall pump pulse width.
COHERENCE EFFECTS

An important dist1nctlon of the model used here and derived in
[24] is its inclusion of semiclassical effects, or more specifically in its
consideration of a finite coherence time, Ts = 50 fsec. At this value,
it is reasonable to expect coherence effects to become more
pronounced as the system dynamics become faster, or in light of
the above results, at high r or small Il't. To test, in general, the
importance of coherence effects, several representative runs were
taken in the rate equation limit, Ts

= 0,

for various il't

IS.

The

pertinent equations come from the adiabatic elimination of the
polarization.
dD/dt

= -llr2

Q.

[(1

from (n +

(4)

and are:

t2/2'tl) D + (1 - t2/2't1) M

+

2A2Dx2 - Px2]

dM/dt = -1lr2 [-(t2/2't1) D + (t2/21:1) M - Px2]

(8)
(9)

1

dA/dt = -L/2tc8L [A -

SO AD x2 dx]

(10)

It was shown in [24] that coherence effects manifest themselves

most significantly in the behavior of the satellite pulses for small
detunings. Physically. a finite coherence time implies that the
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polarization depends on past states of the field and therefore in the
SPML laser case we are, when we include semiclassical effects,
carefully modeling the evolution of a trailing satellite pulse as it is
acted upon by a molecular ensemble dressed by an intense primary
pulse. However we saw above that near the delta function limit, no
satellite pulses are formed, and so semiclassical effects in SPML
lasers, in one sense, become less important as

~t

Is decreased.

A finite coherence time also limits how fast the gain can react
and consequently semiclassical effects also manifest themselves
measurably in the character of the primary pulse at all Ilt 's
considered. Because of this additional lag, the pulse width, t p,
calculated using semiclassical effects is always longer than those
calculated in the rate equation limit. For longer ilL's, the calculated
peak intensity is higher when semiclassical effects are included but
for shorter Ilt 's, the opposite is true. As shown in Fig. 8, the rate
equation error in these two quantities, although only about 20Z on
average, is not a simple function of 1lT.. The additional delay induced
by a nonzero Ts also implies that Tpk occurs much later in a
semiclassIcal model than in the rate equation picture. For example,
at r

= 2.0, and ilL = 10 microns, Tpk

in the delta function limit is 1.5

psec for the rate equation calculations and 2.5 psec for the
semiclassical theory.
CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have studied the role of the pump pulse in
the output of a SPML rhodamine 6G dye laser. In particular we
focused on two key parameters associated with a Gaussian pump -
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its width, llT, and its level with respect to threshold, r. Our· results
for 'tp, the output pulse width, can be summarized in the contour
plot of Fig. 9, where lines of constant tp are plotted against rand
llT. As r increases and IlT decreases,

tp gets shorter. The increase in

spacing between adjacent curves in the upper right hand corner
represents a case of diminishing returns. For the rhodamine 6G
laser state of the art technology is already near this regime, and
7

further shortening of pulses from rhodamine lasers will most likely
come from additional system elements such as intracavity
saturable absorbers or external caVity fiber/grating compressors. On
the other hand, we believe that the trends predicted in this work
are general enough to be representative of most synchronously
pumped, mode-locked systems. Consequently one might expect
improvements from SPML lasers operating at different wavelengths
as their pump sources mature.
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CHAPTER III
THEORY OF A SYNCHRONOUSLY PUMPED MODE-LOCKED DYE LASER
IN THE SHORT PUMP PULSE LIMIT
INTRODUCTION

The analysis of pump pulse effects in synchronously pumped
mode-locked (SPML) dye lasers in the last chapter revealed that
several of the most advanced SPML dye lasers [7,8] operate in the
regime where the character of the output pulse is unresponsive to
any further shortening of the pump pulse. Experimentally, this
situation occurs when the pump pulse of a SPML rhodamine dye
laser system is shorter than a few psec, a limit that has recently
been achieved with fiber/grating compressed, frequency doubled
Nd:Y AG lasers [7,8]. This study would also apply to SPML dye laser
pumped SPML dye lasers [26]. Mathematically, this situation
corresponds to a Dirac delta function pump and therefore leads to
a great simplification of the underlying model. In effect, the forced
system becomes unforced, and the SPML dye laser becomes
prepumped every cavity roundtrip.
In this chapter we reduce a detailed, proven, nonlinear
dynamical model [24,27] to a pOint where analytic exploration
becomes possible, while the character of SPML operation is
retained. In particular, we consider two limits, both of which
predict pulses that are in qualitative agreement with the full
model that agrees quantitatively with experiment. The first limit
considered is the rate equation approximation, and here we find a
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parallel between SPML systems and giant pulsed, or Q-switched
lasers [28-31]. That gain switching should follow as an extreme
form of gain modulation seems reasonable - even intuitive,
however the traditional Q-switching model neglects semiclassical
effects which we find to be equally important to pulse
development on the time scales considered here. Our second limit
is one of zero length mismatch between the pump laser and the
SPML laser and mathematically corresponds to what is now called
the bad cavity limit. The resulting set of coherent equations is
somewhat simpler than the rate equations, but also yields short
pulse solutions, and these solutions may be expressed analytically.
Any further simplification of either of these limits causes the
pulsed behavior to disappear.
In the next section we review the model derived in reference
[24] and studied in the last chapter. We consider the delta
function pump pulse limit and several other simplifying
assumptions. The rate equation limit is presented in section 3, and
parallels to Q-switched operation are discussed. In particular, we
apply the approximate analytiC solutions for Q-switched laser
pulses developed in reference [32] to SPML dye laser operation. We
also derive approximate analytic formulas for the peak intensity
and the pulse width. Section 4 considers the zero de tuning limit
and demonstrates the importance of coherence effects in SPML
operation in the short pump pulse limit. In our conclusion we use
our findings to comment on the character of SPML operation and
the practical significance of an ultrashort pump pulse.

32
REVIEW AND INITIAL SIMPLIFICATIONS OF THE MODEL

Our starting point is the semiclassical dye laser amplifier
model developed in reference [24] and studied in the last chapter.
Begining with the density matrix equations and Maxwell's
equations, reference [24] developed a set of ordinary, nonlinear
differential equations that govern the interplay of the electric field
with the molecular populations and the polarization. When the
electric fleld Is normalized to its steady state gaIn saturating
value, this set of equations may be written as:

dD/dt

= -(1/t2) [(t

+

"t2/2tl) D +

(1 -

"t2/2tl) M

+

20Ax - Px2]

(11)

dM/dt = -(1/t2) [-("t2/2tl) D + ("t2/2tl) M - Px2]
dO/dt

= -(l/Ts)

(12)

[0 - ADx]

(13)

1

dA/dt

=

-(L/2tc~L)

[A -

J

0 Q x dx]

(14)

In equations (II) - (14), D is a normalized population difference, M
is a normalized population sum, 0 is a normalized polarization
and A Is a normalized electric field. The dye decay tIme from the
SI band to the So band is "[2, and "[1 is the lower manifold

intraband vibrational relaxation time. Ts is the semiclassical
coherence time. A convenient benchmark system is the rhodamine
6G laser for which one finds the approximate values, tl

= 5 nsec, and Ts
with the field is

=

= 1 psec, t2

50 fsec. The dynamical rate constant associated
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composed of the cavity lensth, L, the cavity lifetime, to and the
optical length mismatch, l!.L, which is the amount by which the
dye laser cavity lensth exceeds that of the pump laser. Typically,
L

= 1.8

m, tc

= 10

nsec, and AL is small, approximately 0 - 30

microns. For the shortest output pulses, l!.L is a key experimental
adjustment. This model is also general enough to explicitly include
the orientation of the molecular dipoles, x

= cos(S).

Thus, in
~

general, equations (11) - (13) refer specifically to only one
orientational class and the individual classes contribute to the field
through the integral over x in equation (14).
P(t) is the normalized pump function and its effects were
explored in detail in the last chapter for the Gaussian shape:
(15)

In equation (15), tu is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
pulse width and Po is a measure of the pump level, which in
most practical cases is directly proportional to the threshold
parameter, r.
Of specific interest in the last chapter was the change in the
SPML output pulse as the pump pulse width was decreased.
Figure 10 shows the decrease in the output pulse width as 6-c is
shortened through several orders of magnitude. Like all aspects of
the SPML output pulse character, there is no change in the SPML
pulse width as 6T is shortened beyond a few psec. This point is
central to this paper because it shows that for 6T s 1 psec, pet)
may be replaced with a Dirac delta function, P(t) = Po &(t). A
typical pulse predicted by set (11) - (I5) in the delta function limit
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is shown in Fig. 11. In the remainder of this section we simplify
the set

(11) - (15)

using various approximations in order to study

the nature of SPML dye lasers in the delta function limit.
One of the b1ggest complicat10ns to the set

(11) - (14)

1s the

dipole orientation integral in the field equation. While
orientational effects have been shown to be of importance in
quantitative modeling of the output pulse shape, dipole orientation
is not essential to the general nature of SPML operation [24]. More
formally, one might argue that with parallel pump and signal
polarizations and slow rotational relaxation, only one orientational
class of dye molecules would contribute to the field. Hence we
consider here a unidirectional orientational distribution [24,33]
whereby the set

(11) - (15)

dOldt = -(lh2> [(1

+

reduces to:

'2/2f1) D

dMI dt = -(lh2> [-(t2/2tl> D

+

+ (1 -

'2/2t1) M

+

2QA - P 0 5(t)]

(t2/2tl) M - PoO(t)]

(It)
(I7)

dOl dt = -(lITs) [Q - AD]

(18)

dAI dt = -(L/2tc8L> [A - 0]

(19)

In equations (16) - (19) we have als.o written the pump function
expl1cttly as a delta functIon.
For values of 'tl and 't2 relevant to typical dye lasers, we note
that 1:2/2tl » 1, and to good approximation, equation (16) may be
rewritten as:
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(20)

Considering the femtosecond output pulses found to be produced
by this system in the delta function pumping 11mit, it seems
reasonable to neglect the nonradiative relaxation from the lower
laser state. This limit of 't1 long compared to the lasing action
allows us to combine equations (17) and (20), and to eliminate the
population sum, M, and its dynamical equation. The population
difference equation then becomes:

(21)

The delta function in (21) is only nonzero at t = 0 and therefore
serves to set the initial conditions appropriate to the pumping
level. At t
(18)

and

= 0,

(19).

A ::: 0 and equation (21) is decoupled from equations

We integrate from t =

0-

to t = O+, through the delta

function, to establish the initial condition for 0 at a time 0+. Thus,
immediately after the pump function, 0(0+)

= Polt2 = r,

the

threshold parameter. The corresponding initial condition for the
field should be a value that represents an approximate level of

°.

spontaneous emission. For our work, this Ao is chosen to be 10-1
For all times greater than 0, then, our set of equations is:

dD/dt

= -(1lt2) [2QA]

dQ/dt = -(1fTs) [0 - AD]

(22)
(23)
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(24)

dA/dt = -(L/2tcAL> [A - 0]

The output pulse predicted by this set of equations is shown in
Fig. 12. Neglecting orientational effects and simplifying the energy
level scheme causes the output pulse to form 4 picoseconds later.
Notably, the peak intensity is essentially unchanged with these
approximations, and there is only a slight shortening in the pulse
width. We also note that equations (22), (23) and (24) correspond to
the much considered Lorenz equations [34 - 36] for the case of
zero forcing.
In the following two sections of this paper, we consider
equations (22), (23) and (24) in two limits: the rate equation limit,
Ts

= 0,

and the zero de tuning limit, 6L

= o. Interestingly, both

limits yield pulses that are at least qualitatively similar to those
predicted by the initial set

(11) -

(I5).

RATE EQUATION LIMIT

In the rate equation approximation, one ignores coherence
effects and therefore the dependence of the polarization on past
values of the electric field. Since a finite coherence time represents
a tempoaral lag between the electric field and the polarization,
coherence effects play an important role in limiting the magnitude
and width of short optical pulses [24,27,37]' However, the error
involved in the rate equation limit is typically less than a factor
of two for these systems [24, 27] and thus, for a qualitative study,
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the rate equation approximation is the limit of Ts

Z

O. From

equation (23), then, Q = AD, and our set may be written in terms
of the normalized population difference, 0, and the intensity, I ::
A2.

dDIdt
dII dt

= -(1!t2)

[210]

= -(L/tcbL>

[I - 10]

(25)
(26)

Equations (25) and (26) are exactly the form of the equations that
describe giant pulses from Q-switched lasers [29,30,31] and it is
useful to reinterpret the results of these earlier studies in the
context of mode-locked lasers.
Dividing (25) by (26) and integrating, yields the intensity as a
function of D. Noting from equation (26) that the peak intensity
occurs at D = 1, we may recast the familiar formula for the peak
intensity of a Q-switched laser pulse in terms of SPML laser
parameters.
(27)

Figure 13 includes a plot of equation (27) as a function of rand
compares it to the peak intensity calculated by equations (11) - (15).
We see that over the range of interest, the agreement is of the
correct order of magnitude.
We know of no complete analytic solution to the set of
equations (25) and (26). A typical approach in analytic studies
involves fitting the numerical solution of (25) and (26) to a family
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of analytic pulse shapes [32]. Before considering specific examples of
such pulses and their autocorrelations, we will study (25) and (26)
in two limits that yield, respectively, the leading edge and the
falling edge of the pulse. These lim1ts will suggest an appropr1ate
pulse form and will allow us to estimate the mode-locked pulse
width analytically.
The leading edge of the pulse is essentially governed by a
maximal, constant population difference, D
linearizes equation

(26)

z

r. This assumption

and allows direct solution of the set. The

resulting intensity is a rising exponential:
let) = 10 exp [ L (r-l) t/tcf1L ]

(28)

The falling edge of the pulse may be characterized by a depleted
gain, D

=

o. With this approximation, equation

(26) again becomes

decoupled from (25) and may be solved to yield an exponentially
decaying intensity:
let)

cc

exp [-L t /tc6 L ]

(29)

One can crudely approximate the pulse width, t p ' by the sum of
the rise time in (28) and the fall time in (29):
(30)

This equation represents a lower limit on tp. Figure 14 compares
the r dependence of tp as predicted by equation (30) to the FWHM
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tp given by equations (11) - (15) for

~L

= 10

microns and tc

= 10

nsec. In the large r limit we see a reasonable, order of magnitude
agreement between the two. This agreement, however,
deteriorates quickly as r decreases and the consequences of our
approximations become evident.
In selecting an analytic pulse shape, one might consider
numerically approximating equations (25) and (26), by a curve
fitting technique, to the family of symmetric pulses,
let)

= lp { sech [ r L (t - tp>/(4ntc8L) ]}n

(31)

or the family of asymmetric pulses,
(32)

for values of t > tp - nto' A particular advantage of the pulses of
the form of (32) is that one can calculate analytically, their
autocorrelation, which is the experimentally measured parameter.
For example, the autocorrelation of (32) for n

= 1 is
(33)

and for n = 2 1s
(-r2

+

3hl + 3) exp(4 - !-tI)

The normalized time,

L,

(34)

in (33) and (34) is in units of to' In light of

equations (28) and (29), however, one desires a pulse shape with
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an exponential rise and fall, and an example that satisfies these
conditions is [32]:

Here, Tpk is the time at which the peak of the pulse occurs and
may be calculated approximately from the initial (spontaneous
emission) intensity, 10 , by,
(36)

The numerical solution to the set (25) and (26) Is shown in Fig. 15a
and equation (36) is shown in Fig. I5b.
ZERO DETUNING LIMIT

One m1ght also consider equat10ns (22) - (24) in the limit of
very small cavity detunings. If 6L is allowed to go to zero,
equation (24) implies A

= Q and

we may adiabatically eliminate

the electric field, A. This approximation is mathematically
identical to considering a very short cavity lifetime, to and hence
is sometimes refered to as the bad cavity limit in
non-mode-Iock.ed lasers. This limit contrasts with the rate
equation limit in that this approximation retains the semiclassical
effects. With this approximation our governing set of equations
becomes:
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(37)

dDI dt = -(1!t2) [21]
dII dt

= -(2/Ts)

(38)

[I - ID]

We have identified the intensity, I, with the square of the
polarization, I

= A2 = Q2.

Noteworthy is that the population

equation (37) is linear and hence is simpler than the population
equation (25) of the rate equation limit. An analytic solution to
(37) and (38) may be obtained subject to the initial conditions D(O+)
= r, 1(0+) = 10 , where 10 represents the spontaneous emIssion.

Dividing (37) by (38) and integrating gtves the intenSity as a
function of the population difference.
(39)

Noting that the peak intensity again occurs at D = 1, allows us to
write for Ipk:
(40)

Equation (40) is plotted in Fig. 13 as a function of r for a negligible
value of 10 , We note that the quadratic form of equation (40) is
more faithful to the exact theory of equations (I1) - (15) than its
rate equation counterpart.
Substituting (39) into (37) gives a nonlinear differential
equation for D of the form:
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dDJ dt = aD2 + bD + c

(41)

where
b = -2JTs

and

(42)

Equation (41) is a constantly forced Ricatti equation that may be

solved by making either the subst1tution:
E(t)

= [net)

- arl

(43)

or the substitution:

(44)

or by direct integration, which 1s the method that we w1l1
illustrate. Separating equation (41) yields the integral,
D

J
r

[aD2 + bD +

cr 1 dD

=t

(45)
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This integral is well tabulated [38] and, pertinently, for b 2 > 4ac,
the result is:
{[2aD+b-(b2-4ac)Y2] [2ar+b+(b2-4ac)~]}
t = (b2-4ac)~ In _ _ _ _~-....,.--------_
([2aD+b+(b2-4ac)~] [2ar+b-(b2-4ac)~D

(46)

Using equations (40), (42) and (46), we may solve for D(t) explicitly:

D(t)

=

(I+k) - [r-l-k(r-k)] [r-l+kr1 exp[(2k/T s )t]
(47)
1 - [r-l-k] [r-l+kr1 exp[(2k/Ts )t]

where

(48)

Substitution of (47) into (39) yields a closed expression for I(t)
which is plotted in Fig. 16 for our typical values of r = 3, Ts = 50
fsec, "[2 = 5 nsec and the reasonable spontaneous emission level of
10-20 . The solution has a pulsed character of reasonable shape and
energy when compared to Fig. 11. However, the pulse width
predicted by equation (47) is approximately 44 fsec, a value that
Is considerably less than the 200 fsec figure calculated using
equations ell) - (15). Conversely, the height is overstated by
roughly a factor of four. Further, the agreement is considerably
worse than the rate equation pulse of Fig. 15. Nonetheless, that
the inherently semiclassical set of (43) and (44) gives rise to
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reasonable pulses is an indication of the importance of
semiclassical effects in SPML operation, particularly at very small
cavity length detunings.
If we ignore the effects of spontaneous emission, our solution

for let) may be written simply as:
(49)

In equation (49), Tpk is the time when the peak of the output
pulse occurs. From equation (46) with D = 1 and 10 = 0, T pk is:

(50)

Equation (49) is an exact solution to our zero detuning equations,
a fact that may easily be verified by direct substitution into
equations (37) and (38). From equation (49) it follows that the
FWHM pulse width in the zero detuning limit is approximately,

tp = (1.7627) Ts / (r-l)

(51)

The hyperbolic secant form in equation (49) is a recurring
one in the study of laser pulses. The popular formalism of Haus
yields such a form for certain types of passively mode-locked
lasers [10], and this result has been compared through
experimental autocorrelation measurements with the output of a
passively mode-locked dye laser [39]. A useful result given in
reference [39] is the autocorrelation of a sech2(t/tp) pulse:
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(52)

We note, however, that out formalism is fundamentally
distinct from that of Haus, and we feel a better analogy may be
drawn between ultrashort pulse production in zero detuned SPML
dye lasers and the phenomenon of self-induced transparency.
Self-induced transparency was well studied by Mccan and Hahn
[40-42] who also derived hyperbolic secant functions. In both
self-induced transparency and in our modeling of SPML dye lasers,
one seeks steady-state pulse solutions to inherently semiclassical
MaxweU-Schrodinger equations.
CONCLUSIONS

We have explored a nonlinear dynamical model of a SPML
dye laser simplified principally by considering a delta function
pump. From a motivational standpoint, this is the regime where
the latest SPML dye lasers operate [7,8,271. Further
approximations have led us to the interpretation that SPML dye
lasers operated in the short pump pulse limit are predominantly
gain switched devices. Thus, they can, in some sense, be described
by the giant pulse laser equations derived in the early 1960s
[28-31]. We have also seen, however, that for quantitative
agreement, it is important to consider, among other things,
semiclassical effects. Hence, in the laser system discussed in this
paper, one is Q-switching a coherent laser medium.
More specifically, we have distilled our model into two simple
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sets, the rate equation limit - equations (25) and (26) - and the
zero detuning limit - equations (37) and (38). The distinction
between these two sets lies in the time constant of the intensity
equation and in the degree of nonlinearity. Though slightly
different, both of these sets qualitatively describe the ultrashort
pulse production of SPML lasers. Further simplification of either
set results in an absence of pulsed solutions. This leads us to
identify the nonlinear term, 10, common to the intensity equation
of both sets. as a critical mode-locking term. Physically. then. it is
a saturating, nonadiabatically changing population difference that
gives rise to SPML laser pulses. Not surprisingly, it is the large
rate constant associated with the intensity equation that allows
ultrashort pulse durations.
The delta function limit is particularly important because, for
a given dye and cavity, it defines the region of operation that
gives the optimum, shortest output pulses. Furthermore, the
ultrashort pump pulse provides degrees of freedom unique to
synch-pumped systems; one does not have such optimization
parameters in cw pumped colliding pulse mode-locked lasers
[43,44]. One might speculate that hybridly [45,46] mode-locked
laser systems driven by pulses of a few picoseconds could produce
output pulses that compare favorably with current colliding pulse
mode-locked lasers.

CHAPTER IV
COHERENCE EFFECTS IN HYBRIDLY
MODE-LOCKED DYE LASERS: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
INTRODUCTION

Today's commercial mode-locked dye lasers offer tunable,
5ubpicosecond pulses for a variety of applications, including
high-speed time resolved spectroscopy and novel, precision
photochemistry. These femtosecond sources come in three types.
The shortest optical pulses directly from a laser come from the
colliding pulse mode-locked laser, and in some cases these pulses
are as short as 27 fsec [47]. A synchronously pumped mode-locked
(SPML) dye laser that is fully optimized with respect to the pump

pulse will produce output pulses of a few hundred femtoseconds in
duration [7,27]. An alternate technique for ultrashort laser pulse
generation is the hybridly mode-locked laser, which is a
synchronously pumped mode-locked laser With an added
intracavity saturable absorber. This active-passive technique has
produced optical pulses with durations of approximately 60 fsec
[48-50]. It is the theory that governs these hybridly mode-locked

dye lasers that is the subject of this chapter.
Considerable improvement has been made in the technology
of hybridly mode-locked dye lasers since the first report appeared
a decade ago [57]. In addition to reported pulses as short as 55 fsec
[49], subpicosecond operation has been demonstrated over the Wide
wavelength range of 560 - 840 nm using different gain and
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saturable absorber dyes [52]. One of the most important
contributors to this development has been the understanding of
the role of group velocity dispersion and the corresponding
methods of chirp correction [48,49,50,52]' There have also been
important advances in both active and passive (structural) caVity
length stabilization techniques [46,53,541 Another, less remarked
upon, reason for these advances has been the higher powers
available from improved pump sources.
In spite of the healthy state of the technology, there are
several facets of hybridly mode-locked laser operation that could
still be improved. For example, the wavelength range over which
the shortest pulses are produced could be extended. Further, a
blue hybridly mode-locked dye laser has not yet been reported.
Most applications of these lasers would benefit from improved
overall stability of the pulse train. Additionally, we see the
possibility for further optimization of the systems through
improvements of the pump sources.
In order to achieve these improvements it seems necessary to
gain an enhanced understanding of the dynamics of the hybridly
mode-locked process, particularly from a theoretical basis. To date
there have only been a few theoretical studies of hybridly
mode-locked laser operation [54,55,56] and many theoretical issues
remain unaddressed.
In selecting a theoretical approach for modeling a hybridly
mode-locked dye laser, one may consider the wealth of work on
SPML systems; a hybridly mode-locked dye laser can be viewed as
a synchronously pumped mode-locked dye laser with a saturable
absorber. The theoretical understanding of SPML lasers has
advanced on both the analytic and the numerical levels. Because
of the stringent approximations imposed in any analytic theory,
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the two approaches are perhaps best considered as distinct, at
least in their goals. The analytic work has evolved from the
self-consistent pulse picture of Kuizenga and Siegman [9] and of
Haus [10] and specific application of this formalism to SPML
systems has been considered by Frigo et. al. [11], Ausschnitt et. a1.
[12] and Kim et. al. [13]. These studies have provided closed-form,
approximate expressions for the output pulse characteristics as
functions of cavity length, system gain and several dye
parameters. The added complexity of the additional saturable
absorber in a hybridly mode-locked laser makes it difficult to
extend these limited analyses to the case at hand. Further, the
validity of these theories has recently been challenged in the
literature [57].
More rigorous numerical modeling of SPML dye lasers has
been undertaken by many groups [14-24] since only this technique
affords the study of transient effects and specific pulse shape
information. The numerical models also have the advantage that
their framework can easily support the study of random noise
sources such as spontaneous emission which can lead to profound
effects at large caVity mismatches, far from the optimum cavity
length [20,21]. Much of this computational work has been done in
the rate equation limit, however semiclassical effects have been
shown to be Significant in the steady state pulse shape [21-24]. The
few theoretical studies of hybridly mode-locked lasers have all
been numerical studies taken in the rate equation limit [54,55,56]'
In light of the results of reference [24], we have included
coherence effects in this theory.
Section II of this chapter contains a derivation of the
nonlinear dynamical equations that govern a hybridly
mode-locked dye laser. Section III describes experiments performed
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on a commercially available hybridly mode-lock.ed dye laser. The
model is therefore verified by direct comparison of measured and
calculated autocorrelations tak.en over a wide range of cavity
detunings. Section IV presents the results of several pertinent
theoretical explorations of the mOdel. Included here are effects of
varying the absorber molarity and the saturation parameter.
These parameters are important because they can, to some
extent, be varied experimentally In order to optImize performance
for a given application. The model is general enough to allow for
the numerical study of semiclassical and dipole orientational
effects, and discussions of these points are also included here.
Finally, we consider the pump pulse width and power as
additIonal optImIzatIon parameters. The underlyIng goal of thIs
paper is to provide a better understanding of hybridly
mode-locked lasers and, in turn, to suggest ways to improve the
performance of existing hybridly mode-locked systems.
SEMICLASSICAL MODEL

Our goal in this section is to derive a model of a hybridly
mode-locked dye laser. ThIs sectIon closely follows the work In
reference [24], in which a coherent model for a SPML dye laser
was derived. The work in reference [24] and below follow as an
extension of Lamb's semiclassical laser theory [58]. This
Maxwell-Schrodinger model has the advantage of providing a
tractable formalism that accurately accounts for the vectoral
nature of the electric field. It is also important to include
semiclassical effects in problems where an electric field or a
polarization is expected to fluctuate rapidly [24,37,58]' Below we
derive the specialized density matrix equations that govern a dye
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laser amplifier and a saturable absorber. We also derive the
Maxwell wave equation appropriate to the problem of a
mode-locked dye laser. The driving terms in this electric field
equation are the field induced polarizations. Thus the two sets are
fully coupled. A proper choice of boundary cond1tions accounts for
the laser cavity and synchronous pumping. The model is simplified
as much as possible without losing any term that is expected to
play an important role in the laser dynamics on a subpicosecond
timescale .. Our. end result is a set of six coupled, nonlinear,
ordinary integro-differential equations that govern the interplay
of the electric field with the molecular populations and the
polarizations of both the gain dye and the saturable absorber.
DENSITY MATRIX EQUATIONS

The energy level scheme used in this analysis is shown in Fig.
17. The four level amplifier system and much of the notation
associated with it is taken directly from references [24,33 8. 59].
The pump absorption takes place between levels 0 and 3, while
the Signal-stimulated transition occurs between levels 2 and 1. The
molecules in level 3 decay nonradiatively into the upper lasing
state, level 2, with the vibrational intraband relaxation time 'L3.
The molecules decay out of the lower lasing state, levell, into the
ground state, level 0, with the vibrational relaxation time 'Lt. The
spontaneous decay time for the laser transition is represented by
'L2' The actual energy level structure is more complex than this
Simple model would indicate. Nonetheless, the model does, at least,
include the essential features of vibrational relaxation into and
out of the laser levels. The saturable absorber is taken simply as
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a two level system that is resonant with the stimulated
transition of the gain levels. The stimulated transition of the
saturable absorber takes place between the ground state, level aI,
and the upper state, level a2. The spontaneous emission associated
with the saturable absorber is characterized by the time constant,
"t

a 2'

The procedure for setting up the density matrix equations is
well known, and for the particular energy level scheme of this
problem, the dynamical equations are [24,59]:

°f130/St

= -iwpof130 + (i2n/h) (POO

- P33) 1130 . Ep -

f130/T P

(57)

1'03

=P30*

(59)

P12

=P21 *

(60)
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~Pall/Ot

= (i2n/h)

oPa21/Ot

= -iwaoPa21

(Pa211'a12 - Pa121'a21) . Es

+

Pa22lta 2

(62)

- (i2n/h) (Pa22 - Pall) I'a21 . Es - Pa21/Ta

(63)

Pa12 = Pa21 *

(64)

Equations (53) - (60) govern the molecular dynamics of the
four level gain system and are identical to equations

(1) ..,

(8) in

reference [24]. Equations (61) - (64) are the dynamical equations of
motIon for the densIty matr1x elements of the saturable absorber.
Ep and Es are, respectively, the pump and s1gnal electric f1elds,
while wpo, wso and wao are, respectively, the center frequencies of
the pump, signal and absorbing transitions. The various Ilji are
the matrix elements of the dipole moment operators. The
coherence times for the off-diagonal matrix elements are Tp, Ts
and Ta'
It is convenient to multiply equations (57), (58) and (63) by
1103, 1'12 and I'a12 respectively, and the results are:

olla21/ot

= -iwaolla21

- (i2n:/h)(Pa22-Pall)l~aI2(Es·ea)ea
.., lIa21/Ta

(67)
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The unit vectors in the direction of Po3, 1112 and lIa12 are e p , e s
and e a respectively. The other new parameters are:
(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

Equations (53) - (56), (61), (62) and (65) - (67) describe the
response of the two organic dye media to an arbitrary electric
field. These equations can be simplified substantially for the case
of a hybridly mode-locked dye laser by specifying plane-wave
pump and signal fields having parallel propagation vectors kp and
1.s . For propagation in the z direction, the field components can be

written as:
Ep<z,t)

=

1f2 E' p<z,t) exp [i (kpZ - wpt)]

Es(z,t)

=

1f2 E's(z,t) exp [i (ksz - \6Jst)]

+

+

c.c.

c.c.

(74)

(75)
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where E" p(z,t) and E" s(z,t) are slowly varying complex vector
functions of z and t. This form for the electric field is rigorously
valid for a ring dye laser. Many of the results described below
should hold for the hybridly mode-locked laser since the
mode-locked pulse, which, by definition, is short compared to the
cavity length, never counter-propagates through either of the
active media. This is clearly not the experimental situation of the
colliding pulse mode-locked laser.
The plane-wave dependence in the off-diagonal matrix
elements can be factored out using the substitutions
(76)

(77)

(78)

In equation (76), e measures the orientation of a class of pump
dipoles with respect to the x axis (which is perpendicular to the
pump direction), and cp measures the orientation of the dipoles
around the x axis [24,59]. Similar interpretations hold for the gain
dipoles in equation (77) and the saturable absorber dipoles in
equation (78).
When equations (74) - (78) are substituted into our set of
equations (53) - (56), (61), (62) and (65) - (67) and the rotating wave
approximation is used, our set of density matrix equations
simplify to:

oPOO/Ot = -(2n/h)

1m (lip· E' p • )

+

P11/1:1

(79)
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~

fT33/ Ot = (2:n:/h) 1m (lip

°

..

(80)

E p ) - fT33/ t3

(81)

(82)

~

Pa22/Ot

= (2:n:/h)

1m (lla

8Pall/Ot = -(2:n:/h) 1m (lla

.

°

°

.

E s ) - Pa22h a2

(83)

E •s • )

(84)

+

Pa22lt a 2

(85)

(86)

(87)

where lip

= 'lpep • lis = 'lses and

lIa = 'laea

o

The average values of the polarizations induced by the pump and
signal fields are given by,
(88)

(89)
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(90)

where

np(e,~)dQ, ns(e,~)dQ

and

na(e,~)dQ

are, respectively, the

number of pump, gain and saturable absorber molecules per unit
volume oriented within the solid angle dO about the (e:~) direction.
With the previous definitions, these polarizations can be written
as
(91)

(92)

(93)

Now, equations (79) - (87) and (91) - (93) may be taken as a
complete set implying the pump, the gain and the saturable
absorber polarization components 1n terms of the pump and signal
fields. The next step in this analysis is to develop equations which
express the fields in terms of the polarizations.
MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

From Maxwell's equations, the pump and signal vectors are
related to the corresponding polarizations by the wave equations
(94)
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&2ES /&Z2 - IlE o2Es/M2 - IlO oEs/M = Il o2ps/M2+ Il o2Pa/M2

(95)

Using equations (74), (75), (88), (89) and (90) these wave equations
reduce to

(96)

(97)

In equations (96) and (97), the higher order space and time
derivatives of slowly varying quantItIes have been neglected, and
the rotating-wave approximation has been employed. The
propagation constants are given by k p 2 = IlEY..>p2 and k s2 = IlEY..>s2
The approximate velocity v = (IlE)-Y2 has also been introduced.
SIMPLIFICATIONS AND SPECIALIZATIONS

Equations (79) - (87), (96) and (97) together form a complete set
for investigating the interaction of the laser pump and signal
fields with gain and absorbing dye media. These equations are
more general than necessary for the present application of a
hybridly mode-locked laser. We now make several simplifications
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that do not seem to compromise the model's agreement with
experiment.
If the pump and signal frequencies are close to the center

frequencies of the molecular transitions (wp

s:::

wpo' Ws

s:::

wso, Ws

wao) and the saturation of the pump transition is weak (1

s:::

s:::

POO »

P'33) then equations (85), (86) and (87) become:

(98)

(99)

(100)

These approximations would not always be valid, but they seem
to provide adequate agreement with available data. If necessary,
the more general equations could be retained. In particular, we
note that issues of frequency detuning can be addressed by
generalizing the appropriate coherence time to a complex quantity
whose imaginary part is precisely the difference between the field
frequency and the trans1tion center frequency.
As will be discussed below, practical values for the coherence
times, Tp and Ts are on the order of 10-14 sec. On the other hand,
the width of the pump pulses for hybridly mode-locked lasers are
generally about 10-11 sec. Thus, the time derivative in (98) may be
neglected as 'lp instantaneously tracks the value of the pump field
amplitude. Explicitly, the steady state solution of equation (98) is:
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(101)

The dye laser pulse is much shorter than the pump pulse and it
is not obvious that the corresponding derivatives in equations (99)
and (100) can be neglected. In fact it will be shown that neglect of
this derivative - the rate equation limit - can lead to significant
errors in the predictions of the theory.
The width of the pump pulse can also be shown to be long
compared to the vibrational relaxation time "t3. Therefore, the
time derivative in equation (80) is unimportant and we may
adiabatically eliminate P33 from our set of equations. Using the
steady state solution to (80) and equation (100),
(102)

Substitution of equation (102) into equation (81) yields
~P22/bt

= (2n/h )Im(llS- E "s·) - P22h2

+

(2n2T-'h
2) I~ P12 lE" P -eP 12
P'

(103)

As long as pump depletion is not too severe, the field, E "p
may be regarded as a known quantity, and equations (82), (83),
(84), (97), (99), (100) and (103) form a set sufficient to characterize a
hybridly mode-locked laser.
I

It can now be assumed that E p and E

I

5

are vectors that are

purely real, while lls and lla are purely imaginary. With the
substitutions, lis

= ill •sand

lIa

= ill •a'

our set of equations reduces
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to the seven purely real equations:
°P22/ot = (2n/h)Tl's E's·eS
+

-

P22h2

(2Jt2 Tplh2) IIJ.pl2 (Eo p·ep )2

(104)

(105)

(106)

(107)

(l08)

(09)

(110)

In most dye molecules, the absorption and emission dipoles
are parallel (e p = e s ). Also, in most mode-locked dye lasers, the
pump and signal field polarizations are parallel to each other, and
it is assumed here that these fields are parallel to the x-axis.
•

Thus E s·es

I

=E s

•

cos es > E p·ep

•

=E p

•

cos es and E s·e a

t

=E s

cos
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ea - Here,

E's and E'p represent the amplitudes of the

corresponding vector electr1c fields. We now choose the 1sotrop1c
distribution as the specific dye molecule orientational distribution
[33,59]. Thus, n(6,q,)

= NS/4n:

and n a (6,q,)

= Na/ 4n - In

spherical

coordinates, the differential solid angle is dO = sinCe) de d._ With
these conditions, and introducing the variables x

= cos

6s and y

=

cos ea , the vector set (104) - (110) becomes the scalar set:

I

J 0 T1's dx
- (IlWs /ks) Na J 0 a Y dy

= -(IlWs2/ks) Ns

X

I

2

TI I

(114)

(115)

(116)

(117)
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Equations (111) - (117) can be written in a compact form if one
introduces suitably normalized forms for the dependent variables.
We choose to write the field in terms of its steady state gain
saturating value. With this philosophy, the choices adopted here
include:
(118)

(119)

(120)

(121)

(122)

(123)

Thus, A is a normalized field, D is a normalized population
difference for the gain, M is a normalized population sum for the
gain, Q is a normalized polarization for the gain, Da is a
normalized population difference for the saturable absorber, Qa is
a normalized polarization for the saturable absorber and P is a
normalized pump rate. Since equations (115) aand (116) are not
independent, we can express the saturable absorber population
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sum as a constant,
(125)

In our calculations below, we have expressed a in terms of the
experimental small signal absorption of the saturable absorber dye
jet. In terms of these new variables our governing set of
equations become:

I

oA/oZ

+

(l/v) oA/Ot

=

-r'{s/2) [A -

J0

I

Q

x dx -

J0

Qa

y dy]

(129)

The additional constant ~ = f (Ta"ta2~a/Tst2Es) accounts for the
difference in saturation intensities and the possible difference in
beam spot size, f, in the two dye media.
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SYNCHRONOUS PUMPING

Equations (126) - (131) may be used to describe the propagation
of a short pulse of light interacting with a rather general dye
laser amplifier/saturable absorber pair. These equations should
have direct application to the more advanced mode-Iock.ed pulse
amplification schemes which involve interwoven stages of
amplifier and saturable absorber dyes empirically designed to
amplify in energy and trim in pulse width [60,61].
Of interest in this work is the application of equations (126) (131) to the case of a hybridly mode-locked dye laser. To this end,
we now consider the specific problem of a synchronously pumped
ring dye laser oscillator with a saturable absorber included in the
cavity. In such a laser, the signal field amplitude, A, must repeat
with the same period as the pump pulse train period which is
uniquely fixed by the pump laser cavity and other pump laser
parameters. If the net gain per pass is not too large, we may
smear the gain and loss media to uniformly fill the dye laser
cavity. We then seek. Signal pulses that travel with precisely the
same velocity as the pump pulse. There is, however, no reason
why these velocities should be equal to the index dependent speed
of light, v, since the saturable gain and loss of the dye media
make it possible for the signal envelope velocity to be somewhat
greater than or less than the speed of light.
These concepts may be advantageously used if we introduce a
travelling wave temporal coordinate,

t

=t

- z/vs ' where v s is the

envelope speed in the dye laser. Formally we also define l; = z and
seek solutions that are stable With respect to

~.

Since much of the

detuning data associated with synchronously pumped laser
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systems are taken in terms of cavity length, it is convenient to
recast v and v s in terms of the cavity length of the pump laser,
Lpump, and the cavity length of the dye laser, :Ldye' Defining the
length difference between the two as AL

= Ldye -

Lpump. and

incorporating the scattering loss, Ys, and finite mirror reflectivities
into a cold cavity lifetime, to our set of partial differentIal
equations (126) - (131) reduce to a set of ordinary differential
equations in '1::

dAj d't

= -(Lj2t&L>

[A -

j

I

0 Q x dx -

j

I

0 Qa y dy ]

(135)

The rate constant, L12tcAL, in equation (135) shows the direct
relationship between the detuning and the cavity lifetime.
Consequently, it is apparent that some control over the caVity
matching requirement may be gained by controlling the small
signal losses. In particular, the cavity stabilization requirements
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may be made less severe by decreasing to and this may explain
the improved stability reported in references [51] and [62].
Decreasing to however, also raises the threshold for lasing, and we
will see below that thIs results in longer output pulses of lower
intensity. Operating closer to threshold also increases the effects of
spontaneous emission.
Equations (132) - (137) constitute a fairly general set that, as
we will see below, reasonably models the operation of a hybridly
mode-locked dye laser. As the last step in this derivation, we need
to assign numerical values to the parameters present in these
equations. This task is done next.
PARAMETER VALUES

The data that we will present below is taken from
experiments performed on a Quantronix dual jet hybridly
mode-locked dye laser. Used in these experiments was the gain
dye, rhodamine 6G and the saturable absorber dye DODeI. In this
section we give the parameters pertinent to this laser and also
specify a specific pump pulse form. It is important to realize that
all the values used in these calculations are the most reasonable
values independently gleaned from the literature.
The flourescence decay time of rhodamine 6G is well known
and, as in other treatments, a value of "t2 = 5 x 10-9 sec. is
employed here [24]. The vibrational relaxation time is much
shorter and not precisely known. Some studies have indicated
that the vibrational relaxation times of both the the upper and
lower electronic states of rhodamine 6G are about (3 ± 2) x 10-12
sec [63,641 Other research has shown that the vibrational
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relaxation time may be somewhat shorter (at least in the upper
electronic state, SI) and a relaxation time of (0.8 t 0.2) x 10-12 sec.
has been deduced [65]. For the present study the value of tl

=1 x

10-12 sec has been used [24]. The coherence time T5 for rhodamine
6G is shorter still, and its value is even more tenuous. The
coherence times for several dyes, including rhodamine 6G, have all
been found to lie in the range of 0.02 x 10-12 sec. to 2 x 10-12 sec.,
depending on solvents. spectral positions. and sample deterioration
[66]. A lower bound on the coherence time for rhodamine 6G can
be obtained from measurements of the time-resolved flourescence
spectrum. and such measurements have shown that immediately
after a short pump pulse, the flourescence is a Lorentzian function
having a full width at half maximum of 12 nm [67]. With pure
homogeneous broadening, this would correspond to a homogeneous
linewidth of ~uh = 1.15 x 10 13 Hz. and a minimum coherence time
of 2.8 x 10-14 sec. Given the limitations of the available data, it
was decided here to simply adopt the previously inferred value of
Ts = 50 x 10-15 sec. [68,69].
Fortunately, the fluorescence decay time of DODeI has been
well studied by many groups [70 - 74]. Unfortunately, interest in
this parameter was driven largely by a disagreement in its value.
At moderate excitation levels, a lifetime of approximately 1.2 x
10-9 sec. has been reported by several independent groups
[70,71,72]' Under different experimental conditions, a spontaneous
lifetime of approximately 0.3 x 10-9 sec has been reported, and it
was postulated that this shorter figure is due to a photolsomer
formed by the high pump intensity [73,74]. Given the operating
conditions of a hybridly mode-locked dye laser, we have chosen to
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use ta2 = 1.2 x 10-9 sec, and we find that this value gives good
agreement with exper1ment. FolloWing the measurements In
reference [75] and with consideration of the coherence time
caveats listed above, we take Ta = 50 x 10-15 sec for DODCI.
In describing the saturable absorber DQOCI values of Ta2

=

3

x

10-12 sec [76] and Ta = 400 x 10-15 sec. [66,75] were used.
Typical cavity lengths for these lasers run between 1.5 and 2
m., and in many of our calculations, we have used L

= 1.8 m. We

note, however, that our governing equations may be recast to be
explicitly independent of specific cavity length. Typical cavity
detunings are in the micron range, and this was an important
parameter to vary both experimentally and theoretically. Indeed
our verification rests largely on the variation of certain output
pulse parameters with 8L. In order to estimate the cavity
lifetime, we must consider the sum of the losses. The output
coupling mirror is usually about 10

~

transmitting, but one also

needs to estimate the small signal scattering due to two jets, a
finite transmission of the tuning filter, etc. With these additional
losses in mind, a value of tc = 10 nsec. was often used in our
calculations. The small signal transmission of the absorber jet,
and the saturation ratio,

~,

0,

were key parameters of interest, and

extensive theoretical mapping with respect to these parameters
was done. Reasonable values associated With the Quantronlx
system are

0

= 2, and

~

= 5.

As a final step in this derivation, it remains to specify a
pump pulse form. Following our preVious work [24,27] we have
chosen the Gaussian shape:
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(138)

Po is a measure of the overall energy in the pump pulse and, for
most practical systems is directly proportional to the threshold
parameter, r, where r = 1 defines the minimum power needed for
lasing. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of this pump
pulse is

~T.

and for typical systems in use,

~T.

is in the tens of

picoseconds. In our modeling of the Quantronix laser, the
measured values of r

= 1.7 and

~T.

= 35 psec. were used. In general,

these two parameters may be viewed as additional system
optimization parameters, and we will detail their effects in a
section below.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments designed to test our theory were carrIed out on a
hybridly mode-locked rhodamine 6G dye laser with the saturable
absorber, DODe!. This is a common, well-characterized combination
of dyes. This system is commercially available from Quantronix and
represents the latest technology in hybridly mode-locked lasers. In
fact, the study was a collaboratIve effort wIth the laser's maIn
deSigner, Dr. Steven N. Janes, and served to further characterize
the system for Quantronix.
The pump source was an acousto-optically mode-locked Nd:YLF
laser (Quantronix 4200) and delivered a stable pulse train of 35 psec
pulses with a pulse repetition frequency of 76 MHz. These 1.054
micron pulses were frequency doubled by second harmonic
generation in KTP to produce green pulses at 527 nm that were
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resonant with the So - S1 transition in rhodamine 6G. The power
available for pumping the dye laser was limited by the damage
threshold of KTP to an average power of 1.0 W. The pump beam
was linearly polarized, which, in general, is important for efficient
pumping of dyes.
The cavity of the hybridly mode-locked dye laser was
matched to the pulse repetition frequency of the pump laser; the
nominal cavity lengths for both the pump laser and the dye laser
were 1.97 m. For mechanical stability, the dye laser was mounted
on a Super-Invar breadboard. The cavity optical train was a
linear arrangement with seperate jets for each dye. Saturation in
each dye was controlled by tightly focussing the beam at each dye
jet. This was accomplished by placing each jet at the waist defined
by two focussing mirrors aligned in a confocal configuration, two
mirrors with radius of curvature R seperated by a distance R. The
radius of curvature of the two gain mirrors was 10 cm, the radius
of curvature of the saturable absorber mirrors was 5 cm. The
length of the gain jet was 300 microns. The shorter Rayleigh
length associated with the 5 cm radius of curvature dictated a
shorter jet length of 50 microns for the saturable absorber.
Sapphire nozzles and an ethylene glycol solvent were used to
minimize turbulence in the jet which adds low frequency noise to
the output of the laser. The concentration of of the rhodamine
solution was 10-3 M, while the molarity of the DODe! solution was
10-4 M. Included in the cavity was a four prism array designed to
compensate for dispersion induced chirp. A chirped pulse Is one
whose frequency (wavelength) changes with local time (pOSition
within the pulse) and therefore represents a pulse that is longer
than that allowed by its bandwidth. Also included in the cavity
was a pellicle etalon that allowed wavelength tuning around 585
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nm. The 1.0 W of pump power translated to a threshold
parameter of approximately r = 1.7 (an r =1.0 represents the
minimum power to achieve lasing). This pump power, together
with an output coupling of 51 gave 90 m W of average output
power.
With sensitive adjustment of the dye cavity length relative to
the pump cavity length, the output pulses of this laser can be as
short as 100 fsec. These ultrashort pulses were measured With a
common procedure using an autocorrelator. The change in these
autocorrelator measurements as a function of cavity length
mismatch served as the basis of comparison of our theory with
experiment.
The set of equations (132) - (137) was solved numerically using
a Sun workstation computer. A Runge-Kutta routine was
employed for the differential equation solver while Simpson's rule
was used for the integral over the dipole orientation. The point of
comparison of the model and the theory was through the
autocorrelation of the intenSity, measured as described above. The
autocorrelations of the numerical solutions were calculated using
the definition:

G(-t)

=S

-(10

let) I(t+'t)

dt

(139)

In particular, the width of the autocorrelation and the peak
value of the autocorrelation were used in the comparison. A plot
of the full width at half maximum of the autocorrelation, tao as
a function of the cavity length detuning is shown in Fig. 18. The
line represents the numerical solutions, while the triangles were
read directly from the experimentally measured autocorrelations.
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In Fig. 19 is a plot of the peak. magnitude of the autocorrelation,
AC pk: The line corresponds to the numerical solutions while the
squares represent the Quantronix data.
The theoretical lines in both cases are in good agreement with
experiment.
THEORETICAL RESULTS

In addition to the time constants associated with the
saturable absorber, there are two key parameters that extend the
SPML semiclassical model of reference [24] to the case of hybrid
mode-locking. Specifically. these are the parameters. a and

~.

The

parameter a represents the small signal transmission or,
equivilently, the molarity of the saturable absorber. The
parameter

~

describes the relative saturation of the gaIn and the

absorber and includes first order beam focusing effects. Because, to
some extent, a and

~

can be varied experimentally. they are of

direct practical interest. This section presents the dependence of
the mode-locked pulsewidth, t p ' and the peak intenSity, Ipk, upon
a and

~

as predicted by equations (132) - (138). We concentrate on

rhodamine 6G for the gain medium and consider two different
saturable absorbers - DODC! and DQOCI. We find that, for
reasonable values, the system is only weakly dependent on

~

-

particularly for the quickly responding dye DQOe!. The numerical
value used for these studies included the typical time constants
for the dyes as discussed above. In addition the threshold
parameter was held constant at r

=

3. A cavity lifetime of tc

= 10

nsec and a cavity length of 1.8 m were used. A near optimum
cavity detuning value of 6L = 10 microns was used and the pump
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pulsewidth was kept at 8-r = 50 psec.
Figure 20 presents the output pulsewidth as a function of a
for the two saturable absorbing dyes. In the semilog plots, there is
a marked decrease in pulsewidth as a is increased. This
improvement is more pronounced for large

~

for DODCI (Fig. 20a).

Interestingly, there is little discernable difference in the output
characteristics over three orders of magnitude of

~

for nQOCI (Fig.

20b). The squares on the plots represent approximate regimes of
operation of the Quantronix laser system.
In Fig. 21 are similar plots of IPk vs. a. There is a marked
improvement in the peak intensity at large a's and the
improvement is enhanced at large
for nODCI for

~

~'s.

Figure 21a gives the results

= 0.10, 0.50, 1.00 and 10.0. Figure 21b gives the

results for nQOCI for the same
Ipk vs log(a) for this range of

however there is no change in

~'s,

~'s.

Consequently, pulses that are both shorter and more intense
follow from higher absorber molarities and from dyes that have
higher saturation parameters. Direct application of this conclusion
to experimental practice is complicated by the fact that the
minimum power needed tor lasing increases as a increases. The
plots in Figs. 20 and 21 were calculated at a constant r. Thus
improvements from increasing a can be realized only if
correspondingly more pump power is available. The role of pump
power (at fixed a) is examined more fully below.
The relative insensitivity of the output of the rhodamine
6G/DQOCI system as a function of

~

is an interesting result that

,

may have practical ramifications. It appears from this result that,
ceteris paribus, slight decreases in

~

will have no adverse effect on

the system's performance. Thus, for the case of DQOC1, one need
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not focus the laser beam as tightly in the absorber jet as for the
case of DODe!. This freedom implies less severe optical tolerances
and reduced astigmatism.
In the numerical solution of the set (132) - (138) much of the
computational time is spent in the formal integration over the
dipole orientations in the field equation. The primary issue here, is
the quantitative agreement afforded, particularly in the peak
intensity, due to the proper treatment of inefficiencies due to
dipole misalignment. If one is interested in qualitative study,
considerable computational savings arise by considering the
specific case of a unidirectional distribution,
4>0)'

n(6,~)

= N 0(6 = 60 , ~ =

where 0 is a normalized delta function and 60 and 4>0 define

the alignment direction. For the particular case of 60

=0

for both

6s and 6a , our equations are replaced by:
(140)

(141)

dQ/d1:

= -(lIT)
s

[0 - AD]

dAld1: = -(L/2tCAU [A - 0 - 0 a ]

(142)

(143)

(144)

dQa/d1: = -(lITa ) [0a - ADa ]

(145)
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The solution to this set of equations typically underestimates the
peak. intensity by about 20 - 30 l8, but otherwise yields good
agreement with the more rigorous solutions.
An important distinction of our governing equations (132) (138) is the inclusion of semiclassical effects through finite
coherence times, Tsand Ta. In this section we reduce the
unidIrectional set (140) - (145) to the rate equatIon lim1t and
explore the operational range where semiclassical effects
significantly manifest themselves. The adiabatic, or quasi-static
elimination of the polarization is a well k.nown mathematical
technique, and in the limit of Ts = Ta = 0, our governing set of
rate equations is:
(146)

(147)

(148)

(149)

where we have defined the intensity, I :: A2.
In general, significant distinctions between the solutions to the
rate equations, (146) - (149) and the semiclassical equations, (132) (137) arise at small cavity length detunings and at low pump
levels. It is important to realize that, experimentally, the shortest
output pulses occur at small cavity length detunings and, further,
most of today's systems run at modest pump levels. We illustrate
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the differences in output pulses in Fig. 22, solutions to the
coherent set are plotted with a solid line, while solutions to the
simpler, rate equation set are plotted with a dashed line.
Pertinent system parameters are as discussed above, with A"t
psec, a

=2 and ~ = 5.

Fig. 22a is for r

=

3.0 and AL

=

= 50

10 microns.

Apart from a shift in when the pulse occurs, there is reasonable
agreement in pulse shape and satellite structure. Fig. 22b.
however, is for the perhaps more realistic values of r = 1.5 and AL

= 5 microns, and predicts pulses that are both more intense and
temporally shorter. Here the neglect of semiclassical effects result
in Significant discrepancies. These conclusions are similar to those
found for SPML lasers in reference [24].
It has been suggested that, experimentally speaking, a lack of
satellites in the autocorrelation trace is an indication of hybridly
mode-locked operation rather than SPML operation [46,51,541
However, we note from Fig 22, that if r is large enough, satellite
pulses can readilly appear even with a significant amount of
saturable absorber. This is not necessarilly in contradiction With
these experimental observations since the increase in absorber
molarity which is desirable from the standpoint of short pulses
also lowers the effective r (tor a given pump power) and it 1s this,
in turn, that inhibits satellite pulses.
In the above sections we have derived and verified a
semiclassical model the describes the operation of hybridly
mode-Iock.ed lasers. Additionally, we have explored the sensitivity
of the model to certain important parameters such as absorber
molarity, relative saturation and coherence effects. A general goal
of theoretical understanding is the ability to predict improvements
in performance by identifying critical elements of a given
technology. In this section we study the role of the pump pulse in
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the formation of the ultrashort optical pulses in a hybridly
mode-locked laser. Specifically we view the pump pulsewidth and
the pump power as optimization parameters that can produce
hybridly mode-Iock.ed laser pulses that are significantly shorter
and of higher peak intenSity than those from current systems.
Figure 23a shows the decrease in pulsewidth as r increases for
three values of llt. Most systems today operate at approximately
r

=

2.0, and thus we note that some improvement may still be

attainable before the point of diminishing returns sets in near r =
5. In Fig. 23b is a plot of the peak. intenSity vs. r for Ilt

= 50,

10

and 1 psec. As expected, Ipk increases as r increases. Further, at
high r's, there is a dramatic improvement in Ipk when Il"t is
shortened from 10 psec to 1 psec.
Figure 24a shows the improvement In pulsewidth to be had
as the pump pulse is shortened. We see from the semilog plot that
a factor of 2 - 3 improvement in pulsewidth may be had if the
pump pulsew1dth is reduced to below 1 psec. Similar
improvements in Ipk would also be achieved with short pump
pulses, and Fig. 24b shows our calculated IPk vs. Ilt dependence.
Noteworthy in Figs 24a and 24b is that neither tp nor Ipk changes
beyond 1lT. = 1 psec. for any r. Further, no other parameter shape, formation time, etc - undergoes a measurable change below
IlT = 1 psec. We conclude, then, that this is the Dirac delta function

limit for the rhodamine 6G : DaDCI hybridly mode-Iock.ed dye laser
system. From a practical standpoint, this regime represents the
optimum operating point for these lasers.
Consequently, current hybridly mode-locked laser systems
may be further optimized with respect to the pump pulse. We
note that this source of improvement is not available in

;:----.

conventional colliding pulse mode-Iock.ed lasers which are excited
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by a cw pump. We calculate that the onset of the delta function
limit, the regime where the shortest output pulses occur, begins
when the pump pulses are approximately 1 psec in duration. To
date there are no reports of a hybrldly mode-locked laser pumped
with this short a pulse. However, this limit has been
demonstrated in a variety of SPML dye lasers, and we may
speculate on the application of these techniques to hybridly
mode-locked lasers. One method of producing pump pulses as short
as 1 psec might involve using a SPML dye laser to pump the
hybridly mode-locked laser. A subpicosecond SPML dye laser
pumped SPML dye laser was demonstrated by Heritage and Jain
in 1978 [26], however no saturable absorber was included in that
three laser system. More recently have been the successes of
Johnson and Simpson [7] and others [8,77] in using fiber/grating
compressed, frequency doubled Nd:Y AG lasers to pump SPML dye
lasers. These systems produce the shortest pulses - approximately
200 fsec - reported from a SPML dye laser. Consequently it
appears that suitable picosecond pump pulses are attainable with
curren t technology.
CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have presented the detailed derivation of a
theory that governs the operation of a hybridly mode-locked dye
laser. This model was verifIed through comparIson With
experiments performed on a Quantronix Nd:YLF pumped,
rhodamine 6G/DODCI, hybridly mode-locked dye laser. Good
agreement between experiment and theory was found in the
output pulsewidths and peak intensities over a wide range of

cavity length detunings.
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With this agreement as a startIng poInt, we have explored
our model numerically. In particular, we have studied the role of
the saturable absorber with regard to absorber molarity and
relative saturation. From our earl1er work with SPML lasers
[24,27] we can conclude that the role of the saturable absorber is
primarily one of shaping and shortening the mode-locked pulse.
This nonlinear dynamical model includes such features as
semiclassical and dipole orientational effects, and we have found
that both of these phenomena must be included in order to
quantitatively model hybridly mode-locked dye lasers.
We have also used this model to explore possible improvements in
output pulse width and Intensity through optImization of the
pump pulse. We predict that existing hybridly mode-locked dye
lasers would see a 2- to 3-fold shortening in output pulse Widths
and a 3- to 5-fold increase in peak. intensity if 1 picosecond pump
pulses were used.
We have presented a nonl1near dynamical model that makes
no prior assumptions about pulse presence or shape. This allows us
to interpret hybridly mode-locked laser operation as the transient
solution to a set of coupled Maxwell-Schrodinger equations. This
has practical ramifications; our model predicts a pulse shape and
therefore allows more detailed interpretation of measured
autocorrelations. In spite of the good agreement with experiment,
we feel that further work. in this area is needed in the inclusion
of detuning from line center frequencies. inhomogeneous
broadening, bandwidth limiting tuning elements, intracavity
disperSion compensation and pulse train instabilities. Our
formalism can support studies of these considerations at the
expense of additional computing time.
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CHAPTER V

SPECTRAL BEHAVIOR AND PULSE TRAIN INSTABILITIES OF A
SYNCHRONOUSLY PUMPED MODE-LOCKED DYE LASER

INTRODUCTION

Since the first reports of active mode-locking in lasers [78],
much demand has arisen for the stable, ultrashort optical pulses
produced by this technique. Consequently, much effort has gone
into the theory and practical realization of reliable mode-locked
pulse trains that are pulse-to-pulse consistent. A class of
considerable interest is the synchronously pumped mode-locked
(SPML) dye laser which currently finds wide use as a tunable
source of picosecond and even subpicosecond optical pulses [72]. A
typical system employs a cw mode-locked pump laser such as an
acousto-optically mode-locked argon ion laser whose cavity length
is almost equal to the cavity length of the dye laser. Since the
earliest experimental reports [2,4] this arrangement has been
refined into a turnkey commercial system.
The earliest theoretical studies of SPML lasers used a rate
equation analYSis to study steady state pulse parameters as
functions of the length mismatch between the pump laser cavity
and that of the dye laser [14,15]. Later papers augmented these
treatments, but it is only recently that theories have questioned
the steady state or self-consistent pulse profile approach
[16,57,80,81]' Experimentally, Kluge et al. have studied the
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subpicosecond temporal jitter on the output train of a SPML dye
laser, that they attribute to the jitter of the pump laser [82]. The
theoretical studies of New and CatheraU, however, have suggested
that a SPML laser will have a fundamental source of jitter [80].
Further, streak. camera studies have suggested that there are
cavity length regimes - particularly where the shortest
mode-Iock.ed pulses occur - where SPML dye lasers are unstable
[83]. Separately, Baer and Smith have reported on the "comb
structured" rf spectra of a slightly mismatched SPML dye laser
[84].

This chapter presents the results of a systematic experimental
study of the effect of small cavity detunings on the pulse train
envel9pe of a SPML rhodamine 6G dye laser. While the behavior
of the laser is rich and varied, of practical interest is the
observation of a slow, erratic amplitude modulation at the cavity
length that produces the shortest pulses when the bandwidth
limiting tuning filter Is included in the dye laser cavity. Since
most theories governing SPML dye lasers employ some form of a
self-consistent pulse approximation, the behavior reported herein
has not been predicted. However, sign1f1cant variations (up to 20Z)
occur only over the course of hundreds of pulses. Thus, actual
pulse-to-pulse variations are small. and the self-consistent pulse
approximation remains reasonable for many purposes.
Zheng et al. have reported a sequence of period doubling
bifurcations associated with extreme (30Z) length mismatches
between a mode-locked argon ion pump laser and a rhodamine
dye laser and suggest that this system is appropriate for studies
of optical chaos [85]. The range of cavity detunings explored here,
however, is kept to within one part in 103 - a physical length
shift of 1.4 mm. This detuning range and the observed ~105 Hz
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amplitude modulation is parallel to a recent study of an
acousto-optically mode-locked argon ion laser [86]. Reference [86]
(which may be found in the appendix) and this exploration
together suggest that a slow erratic envelope modulation may be
a general characteristic of slightly detuned actively mode-locked
laser systems. An understanding of this instability may lead to a
more thoughtful design of mode-locking drivers.
Similar time domain studies have also been carried out
Without the filter in the cavity. Interestingly, no erratiC behavior
of the pulse train envelope is observed when this linear element is
omitted. However, a slow (microsecond) periodiC modulation of the
pulse train is identically present with and without the filter.
Unlike the periodic modulation reported in [86] there is no onset of
erratic behavior upon further detuning. For the dye laser there is
only a linear increase in fundamental modulation frequency with
detuning.
There has recently been considerable interest in the
bichromatic spectra emitted by cw dye lasers at suitable values of
the threshold parameter, r [87,88]. In this study we also examine
the spectroscopy of an SPML dye laser as a function of the cavity
length detuning, and certain types of multiwavelength emissions
are reported here.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed using a commercially
available Spectra-Physics argon ion/rhodamine 6G dye laser
system with cavity lengths of 186 cm. The argon laser
(Spectra-Physics 2020) was actively mode-locked by a fused silica
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acousto-optic modulator dr1ven at about 40.25 MHz. The argon
laser was operated in its TEMoo transverse mode and was set up
to produce a stable train of 100 psec, 514 nm pulses with a pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) of 80.5 MHz. Any jitter on this pulse
train was more than 60 db below the level of the 80.5 PRF
component.
The argon laser pumped a matched cavity length
Spectra-Physics 375B dye laser at a level approximately 2.4 times
above threshold. The details of this arrangement are presented in
Fig. 25. The 2 x 10-3 molar (rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol) dye
jet was set at Brewster's angle to the argon laser beam. The
output coupler was mounted on a translatable stage which
provided the cavity length adjustment. A Mitutoyo dial indicator
allowed displacement measurements readable to 0.5

~

and the relative system length error was less than ±2

resolution

~m.

For our

purposes the optimum cavity length was defined as that giving
the shortest mode-locked pulse as measured by a Spectra-Physics
409 autocorrelator. Length detunings were then measured as
dIsplacements away from this posItIon. A reasonable estimate of
this optimum difference between the length of the argon laser
and the dye laser can be infered from reference [24] and for this
case is approximately 50

~.

The temporal character of the pulse train was studied using
two fast Si PIN diodes (Antronics S-2) operating photoconductively.
The entire cross section of the laser beam was focused onto the
detectors, although no variations in the effects reported here were
observed when the detector was scanned radially across the beam.
Even though the 35 psec risetime of these detectors prevented any
study of individual pulse shape, their Signals provided an adequate
measure of the total energy in each pulse. One of the signals was
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fed to a Tek.tronix 7L12 rf spectrum analyzer in a 7904
mainframe. This setup allowed constant monitoring of the
homodyne spectrum as a function of length detuning. In general,
it was convenient to focus on the frequency range of :!:1 MHz
around the 80.5 MHz, c/2L, pulse repetition frequency. The second
photodiode was used to study the envelope in the time domain
using a Tek.tronix 7834 storage scope. The storage mode was
essential in viewing some of the irregular (non-trigger able) signals.
Also monitored was the average output power as measured by a
Coherent 212 power meter. Interestingly, the average power
remained fairly constant at approximately 75 mW (± 10Z)
throughout the range of detunings.
Generally included in the cavity was a two plate birefringent
filter with a measured bandWidth of 12 nm (FWHM). This element
allowed 2 psec pulses that were tunable across the rhodamine gain
spectrum. When the birefringent filter was removed, the
operating wavelength and the bandwidth of the dye laser were no
longer predetermined and the resulting spectroscopy of the laser
became rich and varied. The wavelength dependence of the
average power was studied using a motor driven Y2-meter
Jarrell-Ash monochromator. A Coherent 212 power meter
measured the average power transmitted by the monochromator.
This analog signal was recorded on a Hewlett Packard 7047 A x-y
recorder.
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TIME AND RF SPECTRA DATA

Of immediate practical interest is the observation of a slow
erratic modulation on the pulse train at the optimum length
detuning with the inclusion of a bandwidth limiting, wavelength
tuning birefringent filter. Much of the data in the following
paragraphs have been tak.en with the birefringent filter in place
and tuned to the peak wavelength of 599 nm, however the data is
qualitatively similar at all wavelengths across the rhodamine gain
curve. Figure 26(a) is a storage scope trace of the pulse train
envelope at the optimum cavity length. On the 2 Ilszc!div scale
shown here, the individual pulses are crowded together and the
envelope appears as a continuous trace showing significant
modulation. The frequency content of this envelope is shown in
the rf spectrum analyzer trace of Fig. 26(b). The horizontal scale is
200 kHz/div. The central peak is the 80.5 MHz, c/2L, pulse
repetition frequency and is surrounded by a broad background
that lifts off the baseline. This homodyne spectrum reflects an
irregular amplitude modulation of the pulse train with frequency
components out to 800 kHz.
Pulses of under 10 psec duration are produced only if the
cavity length is between Lopt - 10

~

and Lopt

+

30 1J.lTI. The

irregular envelope shown in Fig. 26(a) is present throughout this
40

~

range of lengths. The modulation depth, however, does

decrease as the pulse length increases. At L = Lopt

+

35 IllTI the

modulation is 60 db down, while the pulsewidths are greater than
30 psec. Further detuning to L = Lopt + 92 !lm produces a deep
(25~),

regular envelope modulation. This clean periodic modulation

perSists for further length increases until lasing stops at L

=

Lopt

+
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950

jJlTI.

for L

Figure 27 shows temporal traces and homodyne spectra

= Lopt + 125

jJlTI

and L

= Lopt + 320

jJlTI.

As the caVity length

increases through this regime, the modulation frequency increases
linearly with a slope of 1.09 kHz/IJffi as shown in Fig. 28. While
this periodic modulation sets in with an abrupt threshold at a
detuntng of +92

jJlTI,

if one projects a best fit line through a plot of

modulation frequency versus detuning, one finds a modulation
frequency of zero at a detuning of +3 I-1ffi - effectively at the
optimum length.
The phenomenology is more varied when L < Lopt. The
broadband noise present at Lopt perSists as L is initially
shortened. At first the bandwidth of the envelope narrows and
the modulation depth gradually decreases. At L = Lopt - 60

jJlTI,

there is a sharp transition point where several strong sidebands
grow from the background. In the time domain this appears as a
sudden increase in the modulation depth. The pulse train envelope
and its homodyne spectra at this length are shown in Fig. 29. This
modulation diminishes upon further detuning until, at L

= Lopt -

80 Ilm, the envelope is essentially flat. A second sharp transition
into modulation occurs at L = Lopt - 123 I-1ffi where a strong, noisy
modulation develops, as shown in Fig. 30. The irregularity in this
signal disappears and the modulation depth grows during the next
5 tJlTl length decrease. This case is shown in Fig. 31 for L = Lopt 128. The power spectrum of Fig. 31(b) suggests that a period 5
bifurcation has occured since L

= Lopt

- 123 Ilm. Over the next 100

IJ.m these smaller components grow and frequency components fill
in between them. In the time domain there is an irregular
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envelope with a

50~

modulation depth. Lasing stops at L

= Lopt

-

280 1J.ffi.
The data described above was taken With the birefringent
filter in the dye laser cavity. The pulse train phenomenology is
markedly simpler when this element is removed. In particular,
there is no length regime where the envelope of the pulse train
may be called erratic, including right about Lopt. While there are
areas for L < Lopt where there is a measurable background on the
rf spectrum, its level is always down by more than 60 db from
the 80.5 PRF component.
A characteristic that identically occurs whether or not the

tuning filter is in the cavity, however, is the clean periodiC
envelope modulation as in Fig. 27. Temporal data taken without
the filter gives the same sudden onset at Lopt

+ 92

J.1lll, and the

same linear shift in frequency upon further detuning as shown in
Fig. 28.
SPECTRAL BEHAVIOR OF A FREE RUNNING SPML DYE LASER

When the dye laser is free running, that is to say, when
there is no wavelength determining intracavity filter, the peak
lasing wavelength, the bandWidth and the shape of the spectra all
become functions of the cavity length. The fact that the lasing
wavelength changes with cavity length is not an antiCipated
result and does not occur in cw dye lasers. In Fig. 32 is a plot of
lasing wavelength vs. cavity detuning. Immediately evident are
striking transitions in "peak at 6L

= -437

~

and 6L

= +92

~.

These transitions represent points at which the lasing wavelength
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is extremely sensitive to cavity length. No hysteresis

wa~

observed beyond that attributed to the mechanical setup. It is
noteworthy that the transition at

~L

= +92

iJ.In corresponds to the

threshold detuning at which the uniform pulse train develops a
periodic modulation. Also of interest is the region of trichromatic
emission between L

= Lopt

+ 540 IJ.In and L

= Lopt

+ 620 1J.In.

The structure of the emission spectra also changes
significantly with cavity length detuning and Fig 33(a-d) presents
a sampling of typical spectra in an abbreviated sequence for (a) L

= Lopt - 35

J].m; (b) L = Lopt; (c) L

= Lopt

the periodic modulation) and (d) L

+

= Lopt

92 JJ.ffi (the threshold for
+ 280 Ilm. Through the

transitions noted above, the average power out of the dye laser
does not change appreciably. In fact, as a rule, the average power
is a fairly smooth function of detuning that peaks around L = Lopt
+

50 Ilm. Consequently, though the bandwidth and the peak.

heights of these spectra change, at times abruptly and drastically,
the area under each of these curves is roughly constant.
As the cavity is further lengthened, the main peak. of Fig.
33(d) diminishes and the shoulder of Fig 33(c) returns. Examples of
the resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 34 for L

= Lopt

+

585 Ilffi,

which may be viewed as an example of trichromatic emission.
The separation of the peaks is on the order of a few nanometers
and therefore is in the range of peak. separation reported by
Hillman et a1. [87] and Lawandy et a1. [88] in their studies of
bichromatic emission from cw dye lasers.
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Figure 26a. SPML pulse train at optimum cavity length•

•
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Figure 2Gb. SPML rf spectrum at optimum cavity length•
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Figure 27a. SPML pulse train envelope at

•
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Figure 27b. SPML rf spectrum at

8. L

= 125 microns.
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Figure 270. SPML pulse train envelope at

•

b.L = 320 microns•
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Figure 27d. SPML rf spectrum at

•

l:1 L = 320 microns•
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Figure 29a. SPML pulse train envelope at
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Figure 2gb. SPML rf spectrum at

•

l:J.. L = -60 microns•
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Figure 30a. SPML pulse train envelope at

•

IJ:t. L = -125 microns•
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Figure 30b. SPML rf spectrum at
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•
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= -125 microns•
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Figure 31 a. SPML pulse train envelope at

•

A L

= -128 microns•
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Figure 31b. SPML rf spectrum at

~L

= -128 microns.
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DISCUSSION

The effects reported here represent several different aspects of
SPML operation. It would be fair to expect that the pulse tra1n
instabilities described here would arise from the nonlinear
dynamics of short pulse formation where models that provide
good agreement with pulse shape data have been derived without
wavelength considerations [24]. Furthermore, New's work. suggests
that, because of spontaneous emission, the pulse train for an
SPML laser is inherently unstable in certain length regimes [80).
More heuristically has been the work of Ogawa and Hamamura
who have studied the chaos predicted by the Maxwell-Bloch
equations under sinusoidal driving [89]. Of interest in a specific
model of our SPML work would be the keystone role of the linear
filter element in the formation of the erratic envelope, for
without the filter, the pulse train is stable. That the relevant
characteristic of the filter is its finite bandwidth (response time) is
supported by the observation that the character and magnitude
of the erratic envelope is independent of filter detuning, but
increases for filters of decreasing bandWidths.
To contrast with the filter dependent erratic envelope in the
region about Lopt is the periodic modulation depicted in FiS. 27
that occurs for long cavities whether the filter is present or not.
Associated with this effect is the linear shift of the modulation
frequency with cavity length increase shown in Fig. 28.
Importantly, the threshold detunins value of +92 J.1ffi and the best
fit slope of 1.09 kHz/1lffi are independent of the filter. Associated
with this tranSition, there is the abrupt change in wavelength
(see Fig. 32) and the double-humped emission of Fig. 33(c) that
characterize the critical detuning of

+

92 Ilffi. This marked
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transition in the emission spectra of the dye laser at the onset of
the periodic amplitude modulation of the pulse train suggests that
wavelength and band considerations are also important in the
dynamical model. To clarify these issues, there is more work to be
done on the effects of bandwidth limiting tuning filters on the
output of SPML lasers.
In the absence of a rigorous theoretical model, one may
speculate on plausible explanations for the shifts in wavelength
With cavity detunlng. One possibility would be that the shifts arIse
from the dispersion of the rhodamine dye jet. Given that the gain
from the argon laser arrives periodically with a fixed frequency
v ar • any stable pulse propagating in the cavity has to satisfy the

condition
(150)

where c is the speed of light, n is the effective wavelength
dependent index of the cavity, L is the cavity length, and k is an
integer. The propagating pulse can then fulfill equation (150) if it
changes its wavelength to keep its effective cavity length constant.
Since most of the cavity is free space, n(A)

= no{

1 - IlL}

+

(IlL)

nd(:>-')' and (150) may be rewritten as,

(151)

Here, no is the index of free space, nd(:>-') is the dispersive index of
the dye, 1 is the length of the jet, and in accordance with our
setup, k

= 1.

However, since the dispersion of the dye is scaled by
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l/L

z

10-6, this explanation can not account for the 25 nm

variation in A. In other words, since the dye jet is only about 200
Ilm long, its index must about double to compensate for a similar
shift in cavity length.
More fundamentally, it is the group velocity,
(152)

and not the phase velocity, c/n, that one needs to consider in (150)
above. In (152), \) dn/ dv is the dispersion which, for a homogeneous
laser operating near line center is
(153)

Here, g(v) is the small signal gain and 6vh is the homogeneous
linewidth. For our laser \) dn/ dv may be appreciable - on the
order of 0.4 - O.S. Consequently, a variation in group velocity
might contribute to the wavelength variations observed here.
Alternatively, a simple band model argument can also lead to
wavelength shifts. The upper lasing state, SI' of the dye, is
actually a 30 nm band of vibrational sublevels with an intraband
relaxation time on the order of a few psec [24]. Since the SI - So
transition time is about 5 nsec, the excited dye molecules typically
accumUlate at the bottom of the band and it is a good
approximation, under normal lasing conditions, to ignore the band
structure altogether. Nonetheless, in a synchronously pumped
configuration, a shortening of the cavity could cause the pulse to
arrive before the excited molecules have cascaded to the bottom of
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the 8 1 band. This blue shifts the lasing wavelength. Given a 30 nm
bandwidth and an intraband relaxation time of 4 psec, this
picture predicts roughly a 5 nm shift in wavelength for a 100 IJ.ITl
cavity detuning. This figure is close to the slope at several places
of the wavelength detuning curve of Fig. 32. Of note here, is the
recent study by Hong and Haken [90] that suggests that the band
structure of dye molecules may account for the spectral behavior
observed in [87] and [88].
More experimental work needs to be done on the multipeaked
emission spectra. It is tempting to associate our data with the
bichromatic emission observed by Hillman et al. [87] and Lawandy
et a1. [88], but the dramatically different experimental
configurations and our relatively broad, non-distinct spectral peaks
are significant obstacles to such an association. The 40 psec pulse
(1.2 cm) and our cavity geometry makes our laser essentially

unidirectional in the pulse/active medium interaction. Thus, no
pulse shortening, spectral splitting dispersion grating can be set
up.
While the effects reported here are pertinent characteristics of
a synchronously pumped mode-locked system, it is not anticipated
that these effects will be easy to reproduce with a single simple
theoretical model. Existing models for SPML lasers are already
highly complex, and in most cases they omit the nonperiodic
behavior, bandWidth limiting filters and dye spectral
characteristics that are apparently fundamental to these
experimental observations.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

The ambit of this dissertation was the furthering of the
technology of synchronously pumped mode-locked dye lasers, an
Important source of ultrashort optical pulses. In particular, we
have studied ways to produce pulses that are shorter, more
intense and more consistent on a pulse-to-pulse basis. Throughout
this work. we have attempted to balance theory with experiment,
conSistently checking the former with the latter. While this is the
proper scientific method associated with a comprehensive study,
this dissertation does not pretend to be comprehensive. Much
work remains to be done before a definitive discussion of SPML
dye lasers becomes appropriate. This dissertation is concise in that
it is composed only of a set of original studies that may be read
either in isolation or in sum. There is no one section containing
background material and summarizing the many contributions of
others. There is, however, a detailed reference list.
The first study entitled, "Pump pulse effects in synchronously
pumped mode-Iock.ed dye lasers," shows, for the first time, how to
optimize a SPML laser with respect to the parameters associated
With the pump pulse. The model presented is in good agreement
With our own experiments and with others reported in the
general literature. This study provides a clear theoretical
exposition of the most advanced SPML dye lasers and
demonstrates ways to improve the peak intensity and the
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pulseWidth of the output pulse. A paper similar to this chapter
has been published in the March 1989 issue of the Journal of the
Optical Society of America B.
The second study, "Theory of a synchronously pumped
mode-Iock.ed dye laser in the short pump pulse limit" uses the
results of chapter two to develop an intuitive, analytic theory of
SPML operation. In this work. simplified and qualitative
mathematical expressions are derived that allow immediate
laboratory progress in areas such as pulse shortening and
stability. These mathematical formulae suggest that gain swithing,
rather than gain modulation, is the dominant physical process in
SPML pulse production. This work has appeared in the June 1989
issue of the Journal of the Optical Society of America B.
The third study, "Coherence effects in hybridly mode-locked
lasers" is the first semiclassical theory explaining synchronously
pumped mode-locked dye lasers with intracavity saturable
absorbers. This theory offers quantitative agreement with
experiments and suggests further techniques to improve peak
intenSity and pulseWidth. The pump pulse optimization of
hybridly mode-locked lasers may be found in the March 15, 1989
issue of Optics Letters under the title, "Pump pulse effects in
hybridly mode-locked lasers." The remainder of chapter four has
been submitted to the IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics.
In chapter five and the appendix are experimental
examinations of the pulse train instability aSSOCiated With SPML
dye lasers and loss modulated mode-locked argon ion lasers. The
issue of stability in these lasers is an important one that has not
properly been addressed; many applications demand pulse-to-pulse
stability in addition to short pulses, however most research groups
have, reasonably enough, focussed on the primary issue of
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generating short pulses. Noise may arise from a variety of
sources. The usual mechanical sources include temperature shifts
and vibrations. Pump source jitter is an important factor since
the SPML process will amplify this irregularity considerably. In
addition to these external factors, our experimental work points
out a fundamental instability associated with SPML systems and
with actively mode-locked lasers in general. In current SPML
systems this instability is the largest source of noise and remains
uncorrected. The author feels confident, albeit from nonrigorous
intuition, that the forced, nonlinear dynamical formalism used in
this dissertation will eventually explain this pulse train instability.
This pulse train instability work may be found in the Journal of
the Optical Society of America B. under the titles, "Spectral
behavior and pulse train instabilities of a synchronously pumped
mode-locked dye laser," (May, 1988) and "Pulse train instabilities in
a mode-lock.ed argon ion laser: experimental studies," (November,
1987).
This dissertation has also tried to further our understanding
of the physics of synchronously pumped mode-locked dye lasers.
Laser physics has been a rapidly developing, extremely successful
field of study. Few other quantum mechanical devices benefit
from as firm an understanding of the basic tenets - certainly
neither semiconductors nor superconductors. The recent mysteries
- the unsolved problems - of laser physics have included laser
instabilities and mode-locked lasers. Each of these effects have
provided an extreme test of the principles. Through dilligent and
inspired effort, many of the questions associated with laser
instabllitles have been answered. Lasers are now being used to
study the deeper, more general, issues of deterministic chaos or
turbulence. That the same paradigm also serves to explain the
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extreme issue of laser "mode-locking" is a recent and profound
result. The success of these models lies not only in their ability to
quantitatively predict the output characteristics of these
important devices. Nor does it lie solely in their ab1l1ty to pinpoInt
technological improvements. The great success of the theories
discussed in this dissertation is that they have furthered the basic
laser paradigm and employed it to explain some of the most
exotic laser devices. Many early explanations of "mode-Iock.ed"
lasers had little relation to traditional laser theory. The scientific
value of a paradigm, however, lies in its defeat; the point where a
theory fails is the point where new physical knowledge begins.
Happily and unfortunately, then, it appears that mode-Iock.ed
lasers are on the verge of being well understood. Optimization of
this type of laser with respect to a given application may follow.
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APPENDIX
PULSE TRAIN INSTABILITIES IN A MODE-LOCKED ARGON LASER:
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
INTRODUCTION

Since the first reports of active mode-locking in lasers over
two decades ago [78], this technique of producing a perfectly
repetitive train of ultrashort pulses has been developed into a
routine mode of operation for many commercial laser systems.
Since many mode-locking applications demand pulse-to-pulse
consistency, much progress has been made in avoiding
unpredictable and irregular mode-locked laser outputs in loss
modulated lasers. Meanwhile, work in the theoretical arena has
focussed on similar goals and several general models now exist
that are valid and useful for optimizing actively mode-locked laser
operation [9, 91-93). In spite of these efforts there remain several
types of mode-locked lasers in which the observed pulsations are
not exactly periodic and have not yet been rigorously interpreted
in terms of of a theoretical model. In the case of self-locked xenon
lasers, for example, the slow chaotic envelope modulation that is
sometimes observed [94] has not yet been modeled. Irregular pulse
trains and subharmonic phenomena have also been seen in
extended cavity semiconductor lasers [95] and in actively
mode-lock.ed lasers such as synchronously pumped dye lasers
[15,82,85] when the modulation frequency is not properly matched
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to the pulse repetition frequency. These effects in driven laser
oscillators are analogous to the chaotic behavior of driven
electronic oscillators first studied by Van der Pol and Van der
Mark. [96]. Our understanding of the synchronous gain or loss
modulation of a laser cannot be considered complete until the
structure of such imperfect mode-locking is understood.
With the above in mind, we have carried out a systematic
experimental study of an imperfectly mode-Iock.ed laser. In
particular. we report the effect of small detunings of the
modulation frequency on the output pulse train of an
acousto-opticallY mode-lock.ed argon laser. The quantities studied
include the peak and average powers, the energy per pulse, and
the temporal pulse shape. Additionally, the character of the pulse
train was monitored using a real time oscilloscope and a
homodyne spectrum analyzer. From this data, the different
phases of operation can be classified with respect to the
modulation frequency. We find that decreases in the modulation
frequency of as little as one part in 104 produce strong lower
frequency components that modulate the amplitude of the train
of ultrashort pulses. The strongest of these components has a
frequency of about 20.5 MHz, which is close to the period-four [97]
frequency of c12L, which is approximately 81 MHz. As the
modulatiC'!1 frequency is further decreased, a slow amplitude
envelope of several hundr02d KHz develops on the pulse train. At
first this amplitude modulation is fairly regular in frequency, but
upon further detuning, the modulation depth approaches unity
and all frequencies less than about 600 KHz are represented. This
filling in of the homodyne power spectrum is also found on the
immediate high side of the optimum modulation frequency, and is
characteristic of other deterministically chaotic systems [97,98].
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Notable too is the increase in average power when a new
frequency component appears. Similar increases in output power
at phase transitions have been noted in previous studies of laser
instabilities [99].
EXPERIMENTS

·The experiments were performed using a commercially
available Spectra Physics 2020 argon ion laser With a 186 cm long
stable resonator. The laser was operated in its TEMOO transverse
mode. A fused Silica acousto-optic modulator pos1tioned adjacent to
the high reflectivity mirror was driven at approximately 40 MHz
to mode-lock the laser. This prism also served to limit laser
oscillation to the 514 nm line. A typical average output power for
this system is 400 m W as measured with a Scientech 362
calorimeter.
The beam was sampled using two fast Si PIN diodes (Antronics
S-2), operating photoconductively with rise times of less than 35
psec. One of the signals was fed to a Tektronix 7L12 spectrum
analyzer in a 7613 mainframe. This setup allowed constant
monitoring of the homodyne power spectrum as a function of the
modulation frequency. The second photodiode was used to study
the temporal output. The pulse train was monitored using a
Tektronix 7834 storage scope which was essential in vieWing some
of the irregular (non-triggerable) Signals. A composite pulse was
also constructed using a Tektronix 7S11 sampling plug-in with an
8-4 head. This system allowed an accurate representation of the <
100 psec mode-locked pulses.
The acousto-optic prism was driven by a standard Spectra
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Physics 452A mode-locker driver with a 453 stabilizing unit. Our
control parameter was the modulation frequency which was
controllabl~ to ~ 'res~lutio~ of< 200'HZ~ o~· about"2 parts·'in 105.
Since a standing acoustic wave builds in the prism, this frequency
is exactly half of the modulation frequency of the laser. The mode
locker was kept in thermal equilibrium at all times in this
experiment [100].
Since this experiment studies the frequency content of the
acousto-optic modulator/argon laser system, It was Important to
directly determine the frequencies present in the acousto-optic
modulator alone, and thereby to ensure that the new frequency
content did not arIse solely from some anomaly In the acoustooptic modulator. This characterization was done in several ways.
Most directly, a HeNe alignment laser was used to probe the
oscillating prism over the driving range of the Ar laser
experiments. The HeNe beam was directed into the prism, off the
high reflectivity mirror and back out through the prism. This
output was directed into one of the fast photodiodes, and the
induced modulation was studied using a real time oscilloscope and
a spectrum analyzer. Aside from the fundamental 81 MHz
modulation, there were no frequency components commensurate
with the subharmonic frequencies present in the Ar laser
experiment. In this manner, the modulation depth impressed on
the laser beam was measured to be about 60i at an rf power of
0.9 Watts. Additionally, no frequencies of interest in the Ar
system were found on the driving voltage of the acousto-optic
crystal when that was monitored, and no high frequency
components were observed on the Ar discharge voltage.
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RESULTS

Figures 35a - 35d are sampling scope composites of the
mode-lock.ed pulse at various phases of laser operation determined
by frequency detuning, which we define as,

o

=

(fopt - f)/fopt .

(154)

Even though these traces represent the superposition of many
pulses which at times in this experiment were not identical, much
can still be inferred from them. Figure 35a represents an
optimized ultrashort laser pulse emitted when the acousto-optic
modulator is driven at fopt. Figure 35b shows the pulse at a
modulator frequency which is 2.5 k.Hz below fopt, a detuning of 0

=

6.1 x 10-5. The output now consists of a significant second pulse
trailing the original by 450 psec. It is this pulse which is
modulated with any further detuning. This 0 is the threshold for
new frequency components. The effect of this modulation is shown
in figure 35c, taken at 0 = 12.2 x 10-5. The spread in the amplitude
of the second pulse is interpreted as a fast change in intensity
from one pulse to another. The character of this pulse-to-pulse
variation can be found from spectrum analyzer and real time
integrated pulse measurements. From these we determine that
the second pulse is varying regularly at a frequency of 20.5 MHz.
Agreement in the modulation depths calculated from all three
types of data corroborates this interpretation.
A second phenomenology occurs at a b of 15.9 x 10-5. The
sampling scope trace of figure 35d appears to be just an extreme
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case of 35c, but while there is a strong 20.5 MHz frequency
component still present, there is also a slow (100 - 600 kHz) .
. modulation of nearly 75

~.

Moreover, as the detuning is increased,

this envelope becomes more irregular and the initially clean
frequency spectrum fills in. Figures 36a and 36b show the slow
envelope at detunings of 19.6 x 10-5 and 22.0 x 10-5 respectively.
At a time base of a few microseconds per division, the 81 MHz
pulse train is unresolved, but present. In figures 37a and 37b are
the laser power spectra about 81 MHz correspond1ng to the
detunings of figure 36. Of note in figure 37b is the lifted baseline
indicating that all frequencies less than approximately 400 kHz
are present.
Interestingly, the phenomenology described above are not
mirrored when the modulation frequency is greater than the
optimum. Instead we see a rapid degradation in laSing output as
the modulation frequency increases. Additionally, the ultrashort
pulses become chaotic almost immediately. There is no second
pulse development, however there is the same erratic, slow
envelope shown in figures 36b and 37b.
The transit10ns between the three phases of operat10n
described here can also be illustrated by studying the average
power as a function of detuning. Such a plot is shown in figure 38.
Of interest are the increases in power at 0 = 6.1 x 10-5, the
transition point for the 20.5 MHz modulation, and at 0

= 16

x to- 5,

the onset of the slow modulation at several hundred kHz.
DISCUSSION

We have studied the output of an imperfectly mode-locked Ar
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laser in the regime of small detunings from the optimum loss
modulation frequency. We have observed a change in the
temporal shape of the pulse with the onset of an "echo" pulse that
lags the original pulse by 450 psec. W1th further detun1ng, the
energy in this second pulse is modulated, first at a frequency
approximately equal to fopt/4 and later at much slower
frequencies (l05 Hz). This slow modulation is initially a fairly clean
amplitude modulation, however with further detuning, this
envelope becomes chaotic as more sideband frequencies appear.
A heuristic argument may be formulated to explain at least
the f/4 bifurcation. This pIcture treats the laser as a loss-drIven
oscillator with a nonlinearity due to a saturating gain. In
inhomogeneous lasers, the gain saturates as (1

+

sI)-Y2. This form is

similar to the nonlinearity found in varactor diodes and a rich
array of subharmonic bifurcation schemes have been observed in
RLC/varactor diode circuits [l01]. Preliminary theoretical work. to
explain mode-locking irregularities as a consequence of nonlinear
laser dynamics is now underway.
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Figure 35a. Sampling scope trace.
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Figure 35b. Sampling scope trace.
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Figure SSe. Sampling scope trace.
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Rgure 35d•. Sampling scope trace.
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Figure 36a. Pulse train envelope.
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Figure 37a rf spectrum.
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Figure 37b. if spectrum. [)
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